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Two problems with respect to spin excitations in quantum Hall systems are studied
by means of exact numerical diagonalization. The first one is related to the formation
of reversed-spin quasielectrons (QER) in a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). The
single—particle properties of QER’S as well as the pseudopotentials of their interaction
with one another and with Laughlin quasielectrons (QE’s) and quasiholes (QH’s) are
calculated. Based on the short-range character of the QER—QER and QER—QE repul-
sion, the partially unpolarized incompressible states at the filling factors 1/ = 14—1 and
1/ = T55 are postulated within Haldane’s hierarchy scheme. To describe photolumines-
cence, the family of bound h(QER)n states of a valence hole h and n QER’S are predicted
in analogy to the found earlier fractionally charged excitons hQEn. The binding energy
and optical selection rules for both families are compared. The hQER is found radiative
in contrast to the dark hQE, and the h(QER)2 is found nonradiative in contrast to
the bright hQEg. The second problem involves the numerical study of the relaxation
rates of nuclear spins coupled through the hyperfine interaction to a 2DEG at magnetic
fields corresponding to both fractional and integral Landau level fillings 1/. The spectral
functions T_1(E) describing the response of the 2DEG to the reversal of an embedded
localized spin are calculated. In a (locally) incompressible 1/ = 1 or 31,; state, the finite
Coulomb energy of short spin waves, together with the small nuclear Zeeman energy,
prevent nuclear spin relaxation even in the limit of vanishing electron Zeeman energy
(EZ). However, we find that the nuclear spins can couple to the internal excitations of
mobile finite-size skyrmions that appear in the 2DEG at sufficiently low EZ and at V
slightly different from 1 or %. The experimentally observed dependence of nuclear spin
relaxation rate on E2 and 1/ is explained in terms of the occurrence of skyrmions and
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Density of states vs. energy E...........................
FQHE in the lowest LL at 1/ = % [108]. p“, and pm. are the Hall and longitudinal
resistivities. ...................................
Elementary excitations of the V = % Laughlin state. (a) The energy spectrum (Coulomb
energy E versus angular momentum L) of the system of N = 9 electrons on Haldane
sphere at the monopole strength 2Q = 3(N — 1) = 24. Black dots and grey dia-
monds mark states with the total spin 5 = %N = 3 (maximum polarization) and
S = %N — 1 = g- (one reversed spin), respectively. Ground state is the Laughlin u = %
state. Lines connect states containing one QE—QH (S = g) or QER—QH (S = %)
pair. (b) The dispersion curves (excitation energy 8K = E — E0 versus wave vector
k) for the K = 0 charge-density wave (QE—QH pair) and the K = 1 spin-density
wave (QER—QH pair) in the Laughlin u = % ground state, calculated in the systems
of N S 11 electrons on Haldane sphere. A is the magnetic length and K is the number







Quasiparticles in the l/ = % Laughlin ground state. (a) The energy Spectrum (Coulomb
energy E versus angular momentum L) of the system of N = 9 electrons on Haldane
sphere at the monopole strength 2Q = 3(N — 1) — 1 = 23. Black dots and grey
diamonds mark states with the total spin S = %N = % (maximum polarization) and
S = %N — 1 = % (one reversed spin), respectively. Ground state at S = % is the
reversed—spin quasielectron QER of the Laughlin u = % fluid, and the lowest-energy
state at S = g is the Laughlin quasielectron QE. (b) The energies E of all three types
of quasiparticles of the u = g state (QH, QE, and QER) calculated in the systems of
N S 11 electrons on Haldane sphere and plotted as a function of N‘1. The numbers
give the results of linear extrapolation to an infinite (planar) system. A is the magnetic
length. [105] ...................................
Interaction between two QER’s. (a) The energy spectrum (Coulomb energy E versus
angular momentum L) of the system of N = 8 electrons on Haldane sphere at the
monopole strength 2Q = 3(N—1)—2 = 19. Black dots, grey diamonds, and open circles
mark states with the total spin S = %N = 4 (maximum polarization), S = %N — 1 = 3
(one reversed spin), and S = %N — 2 = 2 (two reversed spins), respectively. Lines
connect states containing one QE—QE (S = 4), QE-QER (S = 3), or QER—QER (S =
2) pair. (b) The pseudopotentials (pair energy V versus relative angular momentum R)
of the QER—QER interaction calculated in the systems of N S 9 electrons on Haldane
sphere. A is the magnetic length. [105] ......................
Interaction between QE and QER. (a) The energy spectrum (Coulomb energy E
versus angular momentum L) of the system of N = 9 electrons on Haldane sphere at
the monopole strength 2Q = 3(N — 1) — 2 = 22. Black dots and grey diamonds mark
states with the total spin S = -;—N = 3 (maximum polarization) and S = %N — 1 = %
(one reversed spin), respectively. Lines connect states containing one QE—QE (S = g)
or QE—QER (S = %) pair. (b) The pseudopotentials (pair energy V versus relative
angular momentum R) of the QE—QER interaction calculated in the systems of N g 10






Interaction between quasiparticles and a valence band hole. (a) The pseudopotentials
(pair energy V versus pair angular momentum L) of the h—QER interaction calculated
in the system of N = 7 electrons and one valence hole (h) on Haldane sphere at
the monopole strength 262 = 3(N — 1) — 1 = 17. Different symbols correspond to
different separations d between the electron and hole planes. (bcd) The energy spectra
(Coulomb energy E versus angular momentum L) of the same, seven-electron—one-
hole system at 2Q = 17 at three different values of d. Black dots and grey diamonds
mark states with the total electron spin S = %N = % (maximum polarization) and
S = é-N—l = 3 (one reversed spin), respectively. Lines in ((1) connect states containing
one h—QE (S = g) or h—QER (S = %) pair. The lowest-energy S = g and % states
in (c) are the fractionally charged excitons, hQE and hQER, respectively. A is the
magnetic length. [105] ..............................
The energy spectra (Coulomb energy E versus angular momentum L) of the system of
N = 7 electrons and one valence hole (h) on Haldane sphere at the monopole strength
2Q = 3(N — 1) - 2 = 16, at the separations d = 2A (a) and 4A (b) between the electron
and hole planes. Black dots, grey diamonds, and open circles mark states with the total
electron spin S = %N = 272' (maximum polarization), S = %N — 1 = g- (one reversed
spin), and S = %N — 2 = % (two reversed spins), respectively. The lowest-energy
, g, and % states in (a) are the fractionally charged excitons, hQEz, hQERQE,
and h(QER)2, respectively. The lowest-energy band of S = % states marked with lines









A finite system of N = 12 electrons at 262 = 12 (V = 1i). (a) The excitation energy
from the ferromagnetic GS E0 to a skyrmionic state Es vs the topological charge of
the skyrmion K (number of SW’s created in a system); open symbols: in the absence
of the Zeeman energy; solid dots: adding the Zeeman energy Ez causes transition to
the GS with K = 3 (circled). (b) The reduced energy gap between the skyrmionic GS
EGs(K) and the first excited state Eex as a function of the Zeeman energy E2. The
E = Ez function is the corresponding energy gap at precisely V = 1. [107] .....
Transitions from the V = 1 Laughlin ground state induced by hyperfine interaction
with a localized spin. (a) The energy E of transitions vs angular momentum L and
wave vector kA for a system of N = 20 electrons filling exactly the lowest LL (262 = 19).
Bubble size is proportional to 7‘1. Solid dots and crosses mark states with K = 0 and
1 reversed spins, respectively. (b) The transition probability (normalized by x/N) as
a function of energy E for N S 25. (c) and (d) The spectral functions T—1(k/\) and
T—1(E), respectively, in the planar geometry limit (N —-) 00). [107] .........
The intensity T_1 vs energy E and the energy spectra (insets) of N = 12 electrons at
2Q = 12 (u = 1*) for transitions from initial states: (a) K = 0,Lz = —5 (a h next
to the nucleus), (b)K = 1, Lz = —4 (31+ next to the nucleus) (c)K = 1, L2 = —2 (Si+
moved away from the nucleus) (d)K = 1, L2 = —3 (S; at the nucleus). The d and 11.
symbols correspond to the l- and T-spin polarization. [107]
Intensities of transitions in the u = 1i fluid in the limit of N'1 —+ 0. (a) The intensity
7-1 vs N"1 for transitions from the skyrmion states with K S 4 (marked with different
symbols) to final states with K :1: 1 due to the hyperfine interaction with a nucleus.
(b) The transition probability 7'1 between skyrmionic states K -) K :1: 1 vs K in a
system of N = 12 electrons. (c) The intensity of transitions K —) K :1: 1 as a function
of the Zeeman energy. K is the number of reversed spins in the initial state; the solid
line is a Gaussian expected to be observed in experiment. ((1) Same as (b) but in the








Transitions from the V = % ground state. (a) The energy E of transition from the
ferromagnetic GS of the system of N = 6 electrons at 2Q = 15 (V = g) as a function of
angular momentum L and wave vector kA. The final states have K = 0 (solid dots) and
K = 1 (open circles) number of reversed spins, respectively. Bubble size corresponds
to the transition intensity 7'1. (b) The transition probability (normalized by x/N) vs
energy E for N S 8. The spectral functions T‘1(kA) and r’1(E) in the planar system
(infinite Haldane sphere) are shown in (c) and (d). [107]
7‘1 vs energy E and the energy spectra (insets) of the system of N = 6 electrons at
V = {t for the transitions from the following initial states: (a) QH in the n = 0 spin-J.
LL (262 = 16), (b) QB in the first excited spin-1 LL (262 = 14), (c) QER in the n = 0
spin—T LL (2Q = 14), (d) skyrmion S; (two SW’S bound to a QH, 262 = 14). The d




3.1 The dimension N4, of the single particle Landau level, dimension NMB of the total
many body Hilbert space, dimension NMB(0) of the largest (M) subspace, dimension
N%QX(M, L) of the largest (M, L) subspace and dimension NMB(0,0) of the (M, L)
subspace containing the Laughlin L = 0 ground state, of N = 6 to 11 electrons at the




The integral quantum Hall (IQH) effect [55] and the fractional quantum Hall (FQH)
effect [108] refer to quantization of the Hall conductance of a two-dimensional electron
gas (2DEG) in high magnetic fields. Both IQH and FQH effects are a manifestation of
the occurrence of finite excitation gaps that open above incompressible non-degenerate
ground states (GS’S) at certain (integral or fractional, respectively) Landau level (LL)
fillings V. However, while the single-particle energy gap responsible for IQH effect
results from transport properties of electrons, the gap separating a FQH incompressible
GS from the excited states is due to electron-electron interactions.
The physics of the most prominent FQH states at V = 1/m (where m is an odd
number) has been explained by Laughlin [62], who proposed a wave function for such
incompressible GS’s and described their elementary excitations in terms of quasiparticles
(QP’s): quasielectrons (QE’s) and quasiholes (QH’s). Laughlin’s idea has been later
extended by Haldane [36] and others [41, 48, 64, 98], who independently proposed
various hierarchy schemes, in which the QP’s form Laughlin-like states of their own.
The hierarchy theory was shown [56, 72, 92, 108, 112] to have a serious shortcoming: it
predicts incompressible states at some simple fractions that do not occur in experiment,
whereas explanation of some other, experimentally observed ones involves many levels
of hierarchy.
An alternative picture of the FQH states is offered by the mean-field composite
fermion (CF) approach, introduced by Jain [47] and developed by Lopez and Fradkin
[67] and by Halperin, Lee, and Read [42]. The CF’s are constructed in the Chern-Simons
(CS) gauge transformation by attaching to each electron a tube carrying an even number
of magnetic flux quanta. In the mean-field approximation the CF’s move in an effective
field 3*, lower than the original field B seen by electrons. It was conjectured that the
gas of strongly interacting electrons behaves as a gas of weakly interacting CF’s, and
that the FQH effect of electrons can be interpreted as the IQH effect of CF’s.
The success of the mean-field CF picture in predicting the band of lowest-energy
multiplets of FQH systems led to the conjecture that Coulomb and CS gauge interactions
beyond the mean-field cancel each other, which assumption cannot possibly be correct
because of different energy scales involved [119]. It has been shown [120, 122] that the
reason for the success is related to the character of the Coulomb pseudopotential, defined
as the dependence of the pair interaction energy V on the pair angular momentum L
(or on the relative pair angular momentum R).
Remarkably, the Laughlin V = 1/m GS’s are the only FQH states that are maximally
spin polarized solely due to the electron—electron exchange interaction. At other filling
factors, the 2DEG is only partially polarized [3, 14, 17, 40, 127, 128, 134], unless the
Zeeman energy Ez is sufficiently large. It was Rezayi [91] and Chakraborty et a1.
[15] who discovered that in addition to a spatially separated QE—QH pair, another
low-energy excitation of the Laughlin state exists, a spin-density wave, consisting of a
QH bound to a reversed-spin quasielectron (QER). The spin excitations of Laughlin
states have been extensively studied in the context of skyrmions [66, 102], however
the knowledge of their interaction with one another or with other excitations, or their
optical properties is not yet complete.
In the course of this work we address both of these issues, and using exact numerical
diagonalization we study the properties of the QER’s in the FQH regime (at V = %). We
calculate the pseudopotentials V(R) describing interaction of QER’S with one another
and with other Laughlin QP’s. From the form of the QER—QER pseudopotential we
show that the Haldane-hierarchy V = % daughter state of QER’s formed in the parent
V = % Laughlin state of electrons is incompressible. This state corresponds to the
total electron filling factor of V = "14T and partial, 75% spin polarization. Because the
analogous V = % hierarchy state of QE’s is known to be compressible, we conclude that
the experimentally observed [104] FQH effect at V = {If confirms the formation of QER’s
and their Laughlin correlations in a 2DEG with low Zeeman splitting. Although the
stability of mixed QE—QER hierarchy states is expected to be highly sensitive to the
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Zeeman energy EZ, we predict that an incompressible state that corresponds to V = E
and 80% spin polarization may form at appropriate EZ.
We also study the interaction of QER’s with a spatially separated valence-band hole.
In analogy to the so-called fractionally charged exciton (FCX) states hQEn, we predict
the occurrence of the spin-reversed complexes FCXR that involve one or more QER’s.
Because QE and QER have different angular momenta, the optical selection rules for
FOX and FCXR are different, and, for example, hQER turns out radiative in contrast
to the dark hQE, while h(QER)2 is dark in contrast to the bright hQEg, Therefore, in
addition to obvious difference in polarization, the emission from FCX and FCXR states
is expected to occur at a different energy and differently depend on temperature.
Interestingly, what really causes the abrupt depolarization of a 2DEG in the quantum
Hall regime is the insertion of an extra particle (a reversed—spin electron or a hole) to the
ferromagnetic GS. It results in the formation of skyrmions [66, 99, 102, 129], well defined
particle-like charged spin excitations which move in the underlying incompressible fluid.
The criterion that allows prediction and explanations of the occurrence or absence of
skyrmions, formulated by W6js and Quinn [125] is based on the analysis of the involved
interaction pseudopotentials.
The interest in magnetic properties of semiconductor heterostructures in high mag-
netic fields has been significantly increased due to the recent advances in the field of
quantum electronics related to spin polarization [5, 10, 110]. The first proposal for quan-
tum computing suggested using as quantum bits (qubits) an array of quantum dots [68]
coupled by electron tunneling. Another natural choice for qubits are spin states of nuclei
or electrons in semiconductors [26, 45, 52, 88], because of their relatively long life-times
at low temperatures (which affect decoherence rates). The first such proposal [88] was
based on nuclear spins in heterojunctions [26, 79, 87, 111] coupled by the hyperfine in-
teraction to a 2DEG in the highly correlated and nondissipative integral quantum Hall
state [86]. The idea of utilizing these systems for quantum computation was motivated
by Optically pumped NMR experiments [5, 110] in GaAs heterostructures that showed
a dramatic drop of the nuclear relaxation time and a sharp decrease of the Knight shift
when the filling factor V was moved away from the precise value of V = 1. Similar effects
were observed [24] near V = %. It is therefore expected that the quantum information
written on nuclear spins can be frozen for a relatively long time (of the order of seconds
[26, 79]) when the 2DEG is tuned to V = 1 or %, and manipulated by varying V away
from those values.
A detailed review of the work on spin based quantum computing in semiconductor
structures can be found in the article of Privman et a1. [87]. One of the major theoretical
tasks is to understand the processes and time scales involved in the dynamics of actual
computation. Due to the computational difficulties, the relaxation processes considered
in the literature [34, 74, 80, 84, 109] are associated only with few-qubit systems, and
the single-qubit times are usually used to describe their dynamics. There have been
various attempts to evaluate the relaxation times of the nuclear spins with interactions
mediated by 2DEG. A dominant approach, which accounts for the entanglement of the
system with the environment and resulting additional couplings, involves the evolution
of a density matrix [74]. It is predicted that in order to describe multi-qubit systems,
the inclusion of “quantum chaos” effects may be eventually required [8, 9].
The relaxation processes of nuclear spins were observed in experiments where nuclei
in a quantum well (QW) were first polarized by optical pumping, and subsequently
allowed to relax through the hyperfine interaction with the surrounding 2DEG in the
quantum Hall regime [5, 10, 12, 110]. The change in nuclear polarization (proportional
to the Overhauser shift) is measured [12, 24] through the inelastic light scattering and
the photoluminescence of the surrounding 2DEG. In the recombination process following
the optical pumping, a stable population of skyrmions is maintained in the 2DEG, which
affects the nuclear polarization profile [96] and raises another computational difficulty.
In this work we report on detailed numerical studies of the coupling between the
incompressible V = 1 and 31.; quantum Hall states and the localized nuclear spins. Fol—
lowing earlier discussion [74], we assume that the nuclear relaxation time is governed
only by the hyperfine interaction with the electron spins. We find that the perturbation
of the V = 1 or % state by the hyperfine interaction with a localized spin results in the
creation of a spin wave (SW) with a finite wave vector k and an energy E(k) that is
larger than the electronic Zeeman gap, E(k) 2 E(0) = EZ. A spectral function for this
process is calculated and shown to vanish at both k = 0 and k —> 00. The maximum
of the spectral function is at I: ~ 1 / A, i.e. at the energy larger than E(0) = EZ by
a term of the order of EC = 62 /A, and the nuclear Zeeman energy is much smaller
than both EC and E2. Therefore the energy conservation law prevents flipping nuclear
spins at (locally) V = 1 or %, even if EZ was made arbitrarily small. This explains long
relaxation times observed in experiments.
At V slightly different from 1 or %, the spin excitations coupled to a localized spin
are the “internal excitations” of skyrmions in which their number of reversed spins K
and angular momentum of a skyrmion change by one [33, 69, 125]. Remarkably, we find
that the oscillator strength for this process increases with the skyrmion size K. Since
the energy of the K —> K + 1 excitation is much smaller than EZ (and, in particular, it
can be made equal to the nuclear Zeeman gap at the appropriate value of EZ), it means
that the skyrmion-nucleus spin-flip processes will be allowed by the energy conservation
law. This explains the shortened relaxation times of nuclear spin states at V slightly
different from 1 or %.
The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chap. 2 we discuss the details of the
theories of IQH and FQH effects, as well as the relation between the form of the Coulomb
pseudopotential and the occurrence of the incompressible GS’s in the lowest LL of
an interacting 2DEG. In Chap. 3 we give an overview of the methods used in our
calculations, that is the exact numerical diagonalization in Haldane’s [36] spherical
geometry based on a modified Lanczos [58] algorithm [44]. In Chap. 4 we report on our
studies of the energy, interaction and photoluminescence of spin-reversed quasielectrons.
A review of work done on spin excitations (spin waves and skyrmions) of a 2DEG in
high magnetic fields can be found in Chap. 5. Finally, in Chap. 6 the reader will find
the analysis of the hyperfine coupling of the localized nuclear spins to a 2DEG at V = 1
and 1 /3 and its effect on the nuclear spin relaxation processes.
Chapter 2
Quantum Hall Systems
2.1 Integral and Fractional Quantum Hall Effect
When a current I is passed in the a: direction of a conductive sample in the presence
of a magnetic field B along the z axis, there will be a Hall voltage VH = % induced in
the y direction (It is the number of moving carriers per unit area with charge —e). The
Hall resistance, defined as RH = VH /I , is therefore expected to be linearly dependent
on B. However, it was observed by von Klitzing et a1. [55] that in high magnetic fields
and low temperatures the function RH(B) will have a number of plateaus, which could
not be understood by means of classical theory.
In order to explain the quantized Hall plateaus let us first consider a two-dimensional
gas of spinless electrons in a perpendicular magnetic field, which problem was initially
solved by Landau [59]. In the Landau gauge, where the components of the vector
potential are Ax = —yB and Ag 2 A2 = 0, the Schrodinger equation for the wave
function 1p and energy E reads
2m
712 18 B 2 a?
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where m is the electron mass. The Hamiltonian does not depend explicitly on a: and
therefore the wave function can be written as ¢ = eik$¢(y). Introducing the magnetic
length, A = (hc/eBfi, we get
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This equation describes a shifted harmonic oscillator of the frequency we. Its solution
is therefore given by
_ 2 2
¢...<y> oc H. G — Me) exp [lg—£241] (2.3)
where Hn is a Hermite polynomial of order n. The electronic energies fall into equally
spaced and highly degenerate Landau levels (LL) numerated by n = 0, 1,2. . . [60]
1
Enk = hwc (n + 5) . (2.4)




where 450 = 3%? = 4.135 x 10‘7Gauss - cm2 is a fundamental unit of magnetic flux (flux
N, (2.5)
quantum).
The states 2,0 are extended in the :1: direction and confined in the y direction, how-
ever it is possible to find their linear combinations that are localized. Breaking the
translational symmetry of the system lifts the LL degeneracy, which is essential for the
occurrence of quantum Hall effect (QHE) [86]. Practically, this breakdown of symmetry
is realized by introducing impurities or other imperfections. In such systems, the ex-
tended states lie very close to the unperturbed LL (nhwc) forming a conducting “core”.
The localized states, which cannot carry any current at zero temperature, lie in the en-
ergy gap between conducting cores. These levels are schematically presented in Fig. 2.1.
When the Fermi energy is in the gap between the conducting cores, increasing the mag-
netic field (or the density of carriers) results in filling up the localized states without any
change in the occupation of the extended ones, and hence without any effect on the Hall
conductivity. This corresponds to the occurrence of plateaus in the Hall resistance and


















Figure 2.1: Density of states vs. energy E.
to the vanishing of the magneto-resistance (resistance in the :1: direction). Only when
the Fermi level passes the core of extended states, the magneto-resistance becomes finite
and the Hall resistance undergoes a transition from one plateau to another.
The observed plateaus occur at integral values of a filling factor defined as the total
number of electrons N divided by LL degeneracy
LL n0 _n_hc
N4, — BC/¢o _ eB’
I]: (2.6)
where n is the number of electrons per unit area. This phenomenon is called the integral
quantum Hall effect (IQHE).
The fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) has been discovered by Tsui et al. [108]
in a high quality GaAs-Alea1_$As heterostructures. It was found that in high magnetic
fields and low temperatures there are plateaus in the Hall resistance and deep minima
in the longitudinal resistance corresponding to a fractional filling of the lowest LL (here
1
at V = 3). The original results [108] showing the dependence of the Hall (pxy) and
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effects could not be explained by the IQHE theory, which suggested the existence of
fractionally charged excitations.
Both IQHE and FQHE are a manifestation of the occurrence of non-degenerate
incompressible ground states in the 2DEG at certain LL fillings, however the origins
of the energy gaps responsible for these effects are not the same. In IQHE systems
this is the single-particle cyclotron gap, whereas the gap responsible for FQHE is due
to the repulsive interaction between particles, which leads to the formation of a new
many-body ground state [62].
The original discovery by Tsui et al. [108] was followed by a number of experiments
[18, 21, 28, 76, 77, 103], where the FQHE was observed for multiple series of filling
factors V 2 p/q (q is an odd number).
2.2 Laughlin Wave Function
In order to illustrate Laughlin’s contribution to the theory of FQHE, let us consider a
2DEG in a perpendicular magnetic field in the rotationally invariant symmetric gauge
(A 2 an) — yi]) [60]. The solutions of the eigenvalue problem
 
A I
H |m,n) = have (n + 5) |m,n) (2.7)
can be written as
Im 7,) = 1 e(1/4)(.2+y2) [3 _ ,2]m [3 + ,3]" e—(1/2)(a=2+y2).
’ (2m+n+17rm!n!)% 8m By (99: By
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In the lowest LL
|m) a |m,0) = ézme-WW’, (2.9)
(2m+17rm!)5
where z = :1: + iy, and Im) is an angular momentum eigenstate corresponding to the
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where indices j and 19 go over N particles and V is the potential of the uniform back-
ground. Due to the quantization of the angular momentum, the average distance be-
tween electrons in FQHE takes on discrete values. Namely,




<m m> =WM—> m. (2.12)
Because the Coulomb interaction is small compared to the cyclotron energy, the many-
  
body wave function can be approximated by a linear combination of antisymmetrized
products of single-particle electron wave functions in the lowest LL. For two particles,
the only wave functions which satisfy this condition and simultaneously describe the
orbital motion with the relative angular momentum m (relative to the center of mass)
are of the form
__ m n 1 2 2e _ (231—22) (21+22) exp [—Z ((21) + (.22) )] (2.13)
Generalizing to the case of N particles
 
1 21 21? 297—1 N 2
Izzl
= t- — —— . 2.14(0(21, ,zn) cons eXp< El: 4 ( )
1 ZN ZIQV zfi—l  
Laughlin’s approximation [61, 62, 63] to the V = 1 1 state was the sequence of
2p+
variational functions of the form of 2.14, in which the van der Monde determinant
1192,9(23- — 2),) was replaced by Jastrow factor Hj<k (zj — 2k)m (m = 2p + 1) [62]:
N 1 N
lml = ¢m (Z1, - ~ - ,ZN) = 11(33' — Zk)m exp (‘1 Z lzl|2)- (2-15)
j<k I
It can be shown [86] that for high electron densities the most stable has the wave function
of a completely filled LL (m = 1), and with a decreasing density the states with m = 3,
m = 5, etc. become stable. FQHE at V = % corresponds to the first nontrivial state in
this series (m = 3).
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These incompressible ground state functions describe so—called Laughlin correlations,
which refers to the tendency to avoid pair eigenstates with the largest repulsion in the
low-energy many-body states. The elementary excitations of Laughlin states [62, 86,
108] can be understood in terms of quasiparticles (QP’S) moving in the underlying
incompressible state (“vacuum” or “reference” state). QP’S have such single-particle
properties as energy, LL degeneracy and (fractional) electric charge of :l:(2p + 1)‘1e.
There are two types of Laughlin QP’s, corresponding to an excessive (quasihole QH) or
missing (quasielectron QE) single-particle state compared to an exact V = (551:5 filling.
Their functions can be obtained by multiplying Eq. 2.15 by Hk 59/sz and H,c zk for
QE’s and QH’s, respectively.
More generally, Laughlin correlations occur when the Hilbert space is degenerate
and the two-body repulsive interaction has short range [119]. These correlations were
shown to exist in a number of different systems [117, 118], in particular in a system
of Laughlin QP’s [64], which gave rise to the hierarchy theory [132]. In this model, a
sequence of successive incompressible daughter states is derived from a parent state of





where a; = :l:1, and p,- is even.
2.3 Composite Fermion Picture
The fractional statistics of QP’s can be interpreted by means of the Chern—Simons (CS)
transformation, which was introduced to the analysis of FQHE by Lopez et a1. [67] and
Halperin et a1. [42] and to the theory of even-denominator filling factors by Kalmeyer
et a1. [50]. In CS transformation a fictitious magnetic flux tube oriented opposite to
the original magnetic field B is attached to each electron. The composite particles ob-
tained in this way carry electric charge and magnetic flux. The CS transformation is
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a gauge transformation and therefore the energy spectrum remains unchanged. The
classical equation of motion is also unchanged because the fluxes do not penetrate the
occupied area. However, there is an additional term in the quantum Hamiltonian de-
scribing the charge—flux interaction resulting in a Aharonov-Bohm phase [1], acquired
when an electron encircles a magnetic flux. Therefore the number of flux quanta at-
tached to electrons determines the statistics of the composite particles. If the number
of flux quanta is even (2p), the CS transformation describes the formation of composite
fermions (CF’s).
The CS interaction Hamiltonian contains two- and three-body terms and in this
model there is no small parameter that would allow to treat this problem perturbatively.
The solution proposed by Jain [46] is based on the mean-field approximation in which
the magnetic field due to attached flux tubes is spread evenly over the occupied area C.
The effective magnetic field B* seen by the mean-field CF’s is lower than the original
field B seen by electrons by a term 2pq50N/C = B — B*. An effective CF filling factor
V* is defined as
(:fi)‘1 = u-1 — 2p, (2.17)
so that
B*V* = BV = %¢0. (2.18)
The mean-field Hamiltonian of non-interacting CF’s gives a good qualitative descrip-
tion of the low-lying states of strongly interacting electrons in their lowest LL. In this
mapping the V* = n state (where n is an integer) corresponds to the series of FQHE
states at V = [47]. If V* is not an integer, the low-lying states contain a number_n_
1+2pn
of QP’s moving in the incompressible state with integer V*.
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2.4 Coulomb Pseudopotential and Composite Fermion Pic-
ture
Despite of the success of the mean-field CF approach in describing the low-energy spec-
trum of finite systems and in predicting filling factors at which the FQHE has been
experimentally observed, the question why this model works is not trivial at all. The
original conjecture of Jain [47] that a system of strongly interacting electrons can be
mapped onto a weakly interacting system of CF’s is based on the assumption that
the Coulomb interactions and CS fluctuations beyond the mean-field tend to cancel
each other leaving a small residual interaction between CF’s. This reasoning cannot
be correct because the CS interactions between fluctuations are measured on an energy
scale proportional to have oc B, which can be much larger than the energy scale of the
Coulomb interactions, proportional to e2 /A oc B1/2 [117, 119].
The CF picture fails when applied to a number of cases in which identical charged
fermions interact through a Coulomb-like potential. Only some of the filling factors
predicted by this theory describe incompressible states for such systems as Laughlin
QP’s in the FQH hierarchy [36, 41, 64], for the CF’s themselves in the CF hierarchy
[97], and for electrons in the lowest LL, when the layer thickness exceeds certain critical
value [94]. The CF picture can be used to make certain predictions in the systems
known to be incompressible and to have Laughlin-like correlations, however it cannot
predict its own validity for such a system [119]. It has been shown [120, 122] that it is
the knowledge of the Coulomb pseudopotential that is necessary to predict the type of
correlations (and possible incompressibility) in a given many-body system.
The two-body interaction Hamiltonian in the many-body system can be written as
H: EZ(V(L)75.,-(L (2.19)
i<j L
Here, V(L) is the two-particle interaction pseudopotential [38, 39, 86] defined as the
interaction energy of a pair in an isolated LL labeled by the pair angular momentum L,
H |L) = V(L) |L) (2.20)
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and 752j (L) is the projection Operator onto the subspace with the pair ij in the state
|L). Because the number of single-particle states in the lowest LL is limited, the number
of pair states is also limited and the electron-electron interaction potential enters the
Hamiltonian 2.19 only through a small set of pseudopotential parameters V(R). R is
the relative angular momentum
R: |L—Lcd|, (2.21)
where Led is the angular momentum of a compact droplet, that is a configuration of
particles occupying the most inner orbitals (here Lcd = 1). Using the relative angular
momentum R instead of the eigenvalue L of total angular momentum to label pair
states and pseudopotential coefficients will allow a comparison of the pseudopotentials
in a planar system and in a spherical system exploited by us in numerical experiments
(see Sec. 3.3). Each pair state corresponds to a certain average electron separation d,
and R oc d. A large slope dV/dR means a large energy gradient, that is a large effective
force between two point charges at a distance d.
Let us define a model hard core pseudopotential VHC [115]
VHc(R) >> VHc(R + 2)
VHC(R — 2) — VHC(R) >> VHC(R) — VHC('R + 2) (222)
for all values of R. The lowest-energy many-body states are realized by a configuration
of particles at maximum possible separation (minimum repulsive potential), which in
the language of the discussed formalism means avoiding pair states with lowest R.
The VH0 is an ideal short-range pseudopotential which yields Laughlin correlations
and incompressibility of a given many-body system [115]. The important question is
whether the states corresponding to vanishing of pseudopotential coefficients with the
lowest values of R are the eigenstates of the actual (not strictly hard-core) interaction
pseudopotential (e.g. Coulomb interaction in a given LL) and whether they have low
energy. In other words, what is the condition for V(R) to act like hard-core repulsion
and to have the energy spectrum characteristic of the FQH effect.
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It has been shown [115] that the condition for the occurrence of the Laughlin corre-
lations and thus incompressible states is that the pseudopotential V(R) decreases more
quickly than the harmonic pseudopotential VH, which on a plane is a linear function of
R. For example, the Coulomb pseudopotential for the lowest LL was shown to have
this property in the entire range of R. As a result, the low-energy states are those with
vanishing pseudopotential coefficients for a certain number of lowest values of R and
these states are the incompressible V 2 (2p + 1)‘1 states. This explains the success
of Jain’s CF picture when applied to these systems. The pseudopotential formalism
gives a clear criterion for incompressibility of spin polarized states and clarifies why in
some cases the mean-field CF picture fails, which is discussed in detail in Ref. [119].
For instance, the CF hierarchy uses the mean-field approach for the QP’s and therefore
should fail unless the QP pseudopotential has a short-range nature, as defined in this
section. It was found that QP’s have Laughlin correlations at some of the Laughlin
filling factors but not at others, which for example explains incompressibility of hierar-
chy ground states at V = g and compressibility at such hierarchy fractions as V = g or
_ 4
l/ — 1—3'.
2.5 Composite Fermions with a Spin Freedom
It has been shown by Yoshioka [133] that the CF transformation can be applied also to
systems in which the electrons are partially spin-polarized. A set of rules for such trans-
formation was derived for a various series of filling factors assuming that the magnetic
field B is large so that only the lowest LL for each polarization need be considered. Due
to the electron-hole symmetry, the states V’ = 2 — V and V are equivalent. It was shown
that the electronic V = WILL—1 filling factors (p is an integer and m is an even integer)
can be mapped into a CF system at V* = p by attaching m number of fluxes to each
electron. The effective field of CF equals B* — B and the lowest LL of each spin is
— mp+1
split into mp+1 CF LL. On the other hand, the filling factors of the form V = 1+ Era—1
 
(or equivalently V’ = 1 — ”7772145) correspond to a CF filling factor V* = |mp + 1| + |p|,
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which results from the application of the following rules: (i) CF are formed by attaching
m flux quanta to each electron. (ii) Each electron in the lower energy spin-l LL gives
|m| flux quanta with opposite signs. (iii) The maximum allowed CF filling factor for
B
mp+1'
 each spin state is |mp + 1|. (iv) The effective magnetic field seen by CF’s is B* =
These rules give the foundation for the experimental determination of the mass and




3. 1 Haldane Sphere
As discussed in Sec. 2.1, the measure of density of 2DEG in a magnetic field is given by
the filling factor V defined by Eq. 2.6. In the absence of electron-electron interactions,
the MP single-particle states are degenerate (see Eq. 2.5). Because these interactions
entirely dominate the low—energy spectrum at V < 1, they cannot be treated perturba-
tively. Since the Hamiltonian including the interaction term is not analytically soluble, a
number of numerical diagonalization techniques have been commonly employed, which
however limit the system to a finite (small) number of electrons. To model an infi-
nite 2DEG at a finite density, such approaches have been used as imposing a lateral
(parabolic, hard wall, etc.) confinement [62], periodic boundary conditions [38], or con-
fining electrons on a closed surface [36]. The main advantages of the last approach are
that it naturally avoids edge effects and that the translational symmetry of a (planar)
2DEG is preserved in the form of the rotational symmetry on a sphere. In particular,
the pair of good quantum numbers on a plane, the center of mass and relative momenta,
correspond to the pair of good quantum numbers on the sphere—the projection L2 and
the total L angular momenta [4, 116]. Consequently, the degeneracies associated with
the center-of-mass excitations on a plane correspond to those associated with differ-
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ent values of L2 on a sphere, and the non-degenerate incompressible states in a planar
system have their counterparts in non-degenerate (L = 0) states on a sphere [119].
Let us consider N non-interacting electrons on the Haldane sphere of radius R. The
magnetic field B normal to the surface is due to a Dirac monopole [25]. The monopole
strength 262 is defined in the units of flux quantum 430 (Eq. 2.5), so that the total flux
through the sphere is 47TBR2 = 262920 (2Q is an integer). The Hamiltonian of an electron
with an effective mass 11 moving on the surface of Haldane sphere reads
1 e 2 A2
H = — —A =— .1
where p = —ihV, and A is the dynamical angular momentum
A = r x (—ihV + EA) (3.2)
with A being a vector potential. In the presence of a magnetic field B = %g the oper-
ator A2 is not a rotation generator, which can be seen by evaluating the commutation
relations:
[11,, 11),] = Ma + swung/1,), M5 + emu-2.4,,
= ihea57M7 — ’itha/M/Efitu {[ruAV, non] + [new rtAu]}
= iheamM.) — i715 {(6aflduu — dancing) (ruA), — rfiAu) + cauueunuemurtran}
= iheamM, + misc), (r x A), — in; (5min, — anew) cgturtruBn
= inEafiv (A7 — 716297) - (3-3)
Here, Ma 2 —iheag.,r36.y (|r| = R) stands for the angular momentum in the absence of
B and
. r
0(0, ¢) = 72 = ’11 (3-4)
is the unit vector in spherical coordinates (r, 6, 45).
Noticing that
. h .
[Am 96] = ’Zfieauv [That/1W] = Zh5aflunm (3'5)
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one can construct the operator 1
1: A + nod, (36)
and show that its components satisfy the proper commutation relations
[10,13] = 125,5,(11, — 71629,) + 21h2Qeafl,o, =1heafl,l,. (3.7)
Therefore the operators 1 is the generator of infinitesimal rotations and the eigenvalues
of l2 are of the form h2l(l+1). The relation A - fl = fl - A =0 gives l-fl = $2 - l = 713
and thus the Hamiltonian 3.1 can be rewritten as
 H = 2111122 (12 — h2Q2) , (3.8)
with corresponding eigenenergies
2
= 22112 [1(1 + 1) — Q2] . (3.9) 
at
The eigenvalues A2 are positive, hence l 2 Q.
The common eigenfunctions of the single-particle Hamiltonian, the angular momen-
tum l and its projection lz are called monopole harmonics [37, 126] and are denoted
here as |Q, l, m) (or in the simplified form |m)):
12|Q,l,m) = h2l(1+1)|Q,l,m),
 
lz |Q7l,m) = hle,l,m>,
Hlo,l,m> = 2‘3 [ta + 1) — 622] Io,l,m>. (3.10)
The degenerate angular momentum shells are equivalent to the LL’s of the planar
geometry and are enumerated by n = l—Q (n = 0, 1, . . .). Therefore the eigenenergies 3.9
can be written in the form
1 1 1
en = hwc (n + — +w) = E0 [2Q (n + -) + n(n +1)] , (3.11)
2 2Q 2
where the cyclotron frequency equals we — Z—fz — £7 and E0 = g—‘g = 2%:sz IS a B-
independent energy scale. The lowest LL on a sphere corresponds to l = Q (n = )
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and its degeneracy equals N¢ 2 2l + 1. When all single-particle states are occupied, the
electron density
2Q+1 Q 1
47TR2 N 2rrR2 : 27rA2’ (312)
where A = % is the magnetic length (see Sec. 2.1). A comparison with Eq. 2.6 shows
that for large Q (large R) the densities of the lowest LL on a plane and on a sphere are
equaL
In spherical coordinates the components of l (l2 = 13 + % (l+l‘ + l‘l+)) read
 
  
1* =1, :t a, = heii‘” (is. + 2:316.) + 62%) ,
= new (fix/6793; + g (M— M) 23¢ + Q\/—9/—€B) ,
l; = h(—i8¢ + Q), (3.13)
where
a3=cosl9, $=1:$=cos2g, e=lgxzsinzg (3.14)
The monopole harmonics can be thus written explicitly




21 + 1 l + m




is a normalization constant, and P3,” is the Jacobi polynomial of the nth order:
P343013) = ill—1),] n+ a n +fl
EBn—q 6" E 2 03:5 Gan-q 9". (3.17)
q=0 n — q q q
Jacobi polynomials are generalized Legendre functions which can be obtained from
Eq. 3.17 by setting q = 0 and 01 = B, which in turn corresponds to Q = 0. The relation
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between the spherical harmonics Ymm and monopole harmonics (generalized spherical
harmonics) is therefore Ymm = Y0,n,m-
Rotation of a monopole harmonic differs from that of a usual spherical harmonic by
a phase factor Oz dependent only on the rotation and Q, and independent of l, m or a
[31]:
“ “ _ c —1 * _ ia l “
D YS,n,m(Q) _ YS,n,m(D 9) — e Z DIM???) YS,W,M(Q)1
[.1
15 Y§,,,,,m, (a) Y5,n,m(0) = Z Diamogm Y§,,,,,,,, (a) YS,,,,,,(§1). (3.18)
uku
D is the rotation operator and its matrix elements are the Wigner functions [93]
exp (:1)
h





N = Q(0,0), because then it becomes a special case of the Euler rotation operator
A
19(7, —6’, —¢) (7, 0, d are Euler angles [93]). Choosing 7 = 0, we have
Diam E Dh,m(02 ’62 —¢) = eim¢dj1,m(_9)i
agl+m
agl—u
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fife = (—1)“+’“""\l (0.51:5...) (13”) (1:...) (312?...) (3.20)
3.2 Many-Body States
For convenience, in our numerical calculations the many-body Hilbert space is spanned
by single-particle configurations (Slater determinants) |m1, m2, . . . ,mN), which are la-
beled by the projection of total angular momentum M = m1 + m2 + . .. + mN. These
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are NMB = N¢l [N!(N¢ — N)!]_1-fold degenerate antisymmetric N electron states of a
given (N¢-fold degenerate) LL. Taking advantage of the Wigner-Eckart theorem, each
(M) Hilbert subspace can be further block-diagonalized into (M, L) Hilbert subspaces
corresponding to difl'erent values of the total angular momentum L. The Wigner-Eckart
theorem applied here says that the matrix elements of the scalar interaction Hamiltonian
between angular momentum eigenstates |L, M, a) can be written as
(L’, M], a' [H] L, M, a) = 6LL’6MM’Vaa’ (L), (3.21)
where
Vaa’ (L) = (L, a' |V| L, a), (3.22)
is the M-independent reduced matrix element and the index oz distinguishes different
states in the same (M, L) Hilbert space. The Coulomb matrix elements in the bases
|m1, m2, . . . ,mN) and |L, M) are related through the Clebsch—Gordan coefficients. V is
the two-body Coulomb interaction and hence the object of our numerical studies is to
diagonalize the electron-electron Hamiltonian
H = Z c1..ci..cm,cm. (meme IVI 7713,7714) . (3.23)
m1m2m3m4
The two-body Coulomb matrix elements which appear in this Hamiltonian have a
particularly simple form in the lowest LL [31], but they can also be evaluated analytically
for a general case of inter- or intra-LL scattering. Introducing the notation
n2 am2





= 271- 1 deSfllhml (1:)
63,619,” Y3,n2,m2($)
(3°24)
(where 191 = a2 + a3 + (H2 - m2 +113 — m3)/2, k2 =12 +l2 — 191, and ED, 9, 5 and a are
defined through Eqs. 3.14, 3.18—3.20), one can show that the Coulomb matrix elements
equah
(17(0)) = i <n1,m1;n2,m2 [[91 — f22|_1|713.77%3Vn4,m4>=
R
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Table 3.1: The dimension N4) of the single particle Landau level, dimension NMB of the total many
body Hilbert space, dimension NMB(0) of the largest (M) subspace, dimension Nfifi‘WM, L) of the
largest (M, L) subspace and dimension NMB(0, 0) of the (M, L) subspace containing the Laughlin L = 0




N N. NMB NMB(0) Niléxm, L) NMe(0,0)
6 16 8,008 338 24 6
7 19 50,388 1,656 86 10
8 22 319,770 8,512 352 31
9 25 2,042,975 45,207 1,533 84
10 28 13,123,110 246,448 7,069 319
11 31 84,672,315 1,371,535 33,787 1,160
e2 1
= E<nhm1 <n2,m2 2(1—cos(61 —62)) n3,m3> n4,m4> = (3.25)
    
2
C + , l , l , ,
= 5633333 2 653133.582-1/2) Z £3,31,6;,571,I31,$1(ke,kl).
#21113 02903
We evaluate these matrix elements numerically.
A diagonalization of the Hamiltonian 3.23 gives the eigenenergies E as a function of
the total angular momentum L. The numerical results for the lowest LL always show
one or more L multiplets forming a low-energy sector. Typical dimensions of Hilbert
subspaces are given in Ref. [119] and cited here in Table 3.1.
3.3 Mean-Field Composite Fermion Picture in Spherical
Geometry
In the mean-field CF picture the vector potential due to the evenly spread electrons with
attached flux tubes, produces and isotropic magnetic field (Sec. 2.3). It is identical to
that of a magnetic monopole of strength —2pN placed at the center of Haldane sphere.
However, since an electron does not interact with its own flux, one has make a correction
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so that the effective monopole strength is
2Q* = 2Q — 2p(N — 1), (3.26)
where l* = |Q*| plays the role of the angular momentum of the lowest CF shell [20].
The N-electron incompressible state at 2Q correspond to n lowest CF LL at 2Q*
completely filled by N CF’s. The states at other values of 2Q are compressible and
contain NQp QP’s in the neighboring incompressible state at 2Qinc,
NQP = ”(IZQinel - |2Q*|),
= n (|2Qine - 2pinC(N -1)| -|2Q - 2p(N -1)|), (3-27)
where 2p and 2p;nc are the flux strengths applied in CS transformation to the states at
2Q and 2Qinc, respectively. Since the numbers 2p and 2p;Inc do not have to be equal,
alternative pictures of the (N, 2Q) state, containing different QP’s, can be obtained
[131]. All values of 2Q that lead to the same value of l* = Q* are equivalent and their
low-energy spectrum contain the same L multiplets.
As discussed in Sec. 2.4, the condition for the occurrence of the Laughlin correlations
and incompressible states is that the pseudopotential V(R) decreases more quickly than
the harmonic pseudopotential VH. On a sphere, the relative angular momentum equals
(Eq. 2.21)
R = 2l — L, (3.28)
where L = 11 +12 is the angular momentum of a pair of fermions at the averaged
distance d. It can be also shown [119] that within the nth LL of the Haldane sphere
d2 2 L2
_=2+ Q (2- ) (3.29)  
R2 l(l+1) l(l+1)
and therefore, similarly as on a plane, larger R means larger separation d. In spherical
geometry, for the harmonic repulsive interaction VH within an isolated LL, the energy
increases linearly with increasing L(L + 1). Hence one can introduce a model pseudopo-
tential [115]
V);(L) = [L(L + 1)]4, (3.30)
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where the exponent fl is the relevant measure of the short range (hard-core) character
of a pseudopotential V5. The low-lying states of interacting many-body system at
V 3 (2p + 1)“1 tend to have Laughlin correlations (V(R) z 0 for R < 2p — 1), if the
pseudopotential V(R) decreases for all values of R and decreases more quickly than the








It is quite remarkable that the most prominent FQH states, the Laughlin ground states
[62] that occur at V = (2p+ 1)‘1 (p is an integer), are the only ones that are maximally
spin-polarized solely due to the electron—electron exchange interaction. At other filling
factors, the 2DEG is known [3, 14, 17, 40, 127, 128, 134] to be at least partially unpolar-
ized unless the Zeeman energy EZ is sufficiently large. Only partial polarization of the
FQH states at the filling factors other than V = (2p + 1)‘1 causes transitions [16] be-
tween incompressible and compressible or different incompressible phases as a function
of Ez, realized in tilted-field experiments [22, 29, 30, 112]. The finite excitation gap A of
the Laughlin state results from the finite energies e of its elementary charge excitations,
Laughlin quasielectrons (QE’s) and quasiholes (QH’s), as well as from the lack of the
particle—hole symmetry between them that causes a magneto-roton type of dispersion
of the QE—QH interaction with a minimum at a finite wave vector 19. Indeed, the cal-
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culated [31, 37, 38, 64, 119] energy eQE + eQH needed to create a spatially separated
QE—QH pair necessary for electric current agreed reasonably well with the activation
energy obtained from the temperature dependences of the FQHE at V = (2p + 1)—1.
Therefore, it was quite surprising when Rezayi [91] and Chakraborty et a1. [15] dis-
covered that another low-energy excitation of the Laughlin state exists, a spin-density
wave, which becomes gapless at EZ = 0. It turns out that it is only due to a finite Zee-
man energy that the spontaneous creation of spin waves, each consisting of a positively
charged QH and a negatively charged reversed-spin quasielectron (QER), does not de-
stroy incompressibility of Laughlin states in the experimental 2DEG systems. Although
the spin excitations of Laughlin states have been extensively studied in the context of
the real-space spin patterns called skyrmions [66, 102] (see Chap. 5), our knowledge of
their interaction with one another or with other excitations, or their Optical properties
is not yet complete (specially at fractional V). In this chapter we address both of these
issues. The results have been published in Ref. [105, 106].
First, we identify QE, QH, and QER as the three elementary quasiparticles (QP’s)
of a Laughlin state and determine their mutual interaction pseudopotentials V(R)
(Sec. 2.4). For example, the QER—QER pseudopotential is found to be very different
from the QE—QE pseudopotential at short range, which is the reason for incompressibil-
ity of a partially polarized V = -14—1 state at low E2 (in contrast to the compressible [120]
fully polarized state at the same V). A partially polarized V = 14—1 state has been also
recently proposed by Park and Jain [85] within a composite fermion model. However,
their interpretation of the V = 1i as a mixed state of CF’s with two and four attached
vortices (fluxes) is not very accurate in a sense that the two additional vortices (fluxes)
attached to each spin-reversed CF are not vortices of the many-body wave function
expressed in terms of the same coordinates (fluxes of the same effective magnetic field)
as the original two attached to each electron (to form CF’s). The correct interpretation
necessarily involves reapplication of the CF transformation to some of the original CF’s
(those in a partially filled reversed-spin LL), in analogy to the CF hierarchy proposed
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by Sitko et a1. [89, 98] and essentially equivalent [120] to Haldane’s hierarchy [36]. Let
us stress that it is the short range of the QER—QER repulsion shown here that justifies
application Of Haldane hierarchy to QER’S (or, equivalently, spin-reversed CF’s).
Second, in analogy to the fractionally charged excitons (FCX’s) [19, 123] consisting
of a number of QE’s Of a spin-polarized 2DEG bound to a valence-band hole h, we
discuss the possible formation and radiative recombination of similar complexes denoted
as FCXR’s and containing one or more QER’S bound to a hole. We find that different
optical selection rules for FCX’s and FCXR’S could allow Optical detection of QER’s in
the 2DEG without need for direct polarization measurement.
The properties Of spin-reversed quasielectrons (QER) are studied by exact numerical
diagonalization in an ideal 2DEG with zero width and no disorder. The magnetic field
B is assumed to be sufficiently large (the cyclotron energy hwc o< B much larger than
the interaction energy scale e2 /A or x/B, where A is the magnetic length) that only the
lowest LL need be considered. In our studies we use the model discussed in detail in
Chap. 3 and the electronic spin is included by adding a quantum number a denoting
the projection of spin. The many-electron interaction Hamiltonian Hee (Eq. 3.23) is
diagonalized in the basis of Slater determinants (Sec. 3.2), which allows automatic
resolution Of two good many-body quantum numbers, projection of spin (5; = 20,-)
and angular momentum (L2 = 2171,). The other two, length of spin (S) and angular
momentum (L), are resolved numerically in the diagonalization of each appropriate (5;,
Lz) Hilbert subspace.
In order to describe the reversed-spin fractionally charged exciton (FCXR) states,
a single valence-band hole h is added to the model N-electron system. Since, as for
FCX’S, the formation of FCXR states requires weakening Of the electron—hole attraction
compared to the electron—electron repulsion [123], the hole is placed on a parallel plane,
separated by a distance d (of the order of A) from the 2DEG. Because the physics Of
an isolated FCX or FCXR to a good approximation does not depend on the (possibly
complicated) structure of the valence band, the single-hole wave functions are taken
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the same as for electrons (except for the reversed signs of m and a). This means that
both inter-LL hole scattering and the mixing between heavy- and light-hole subbands
are ignored. The weak electron—hole exchange is also neglected so that the hole spin
has no effect on the dynamics of an FCX or FCXR, and the interaction of a hole with
the 2DEG is described by the following spin-conserving term
He), = Zelmhln26m,emw (m1m2|1/,,,|m3m4) (4.1)
in the total Hamiltonian H = Hee+Heh. The operators hln and hm create and annihilate
a hole in the orbital |m) Of the valence band, and the electron—hole interaction is defined
by the Coulomb potential Ve),(r) = -e2/W. The exclusion of the hole—hole
interaction effects from H reflects the fact that V), < V. Interaction Hamiltonian H is
diagonalized in the basis of single-particle configurations
I’m101 . ..mNoN;mh) = clnlal ...c1nNaNh;‘nh |vac), (4.2)
and the set of good quantum numbers labelling many-electron—one-hole eigenstates in-
cludes Sz and S of the electrons, hole spin a), (omitted in our equations), and the length
(L) and projection (Lz) of angular momentum of the total electron—hole system.
4.2 Stability and Single Particle Properties of Spin-Reversed
Quasielectrons
There are two types Of elementary charge-neutral excitations of Laughlin V = (2p+1)‘1
ground states, carrying spin K : 0 or 1, respectively. Their dispersion curves (energy
as a function of wave vector), 8K(k), have been studied for all combinations Of p and
K. While the formulae for the V = 1 ground state have been evaluated analytically
[13, 35, 49], in Fig. 4.1 we present the exact numerical results for V = % Obtained
from our exact diagonalization of up to N = 11 electrons on Haldane’s sphere. As an
example, in Fig. 4.1(a), we show the entire low-energy spectrum Of an N = 9 system
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Figure 4.1: Elementary excitations of the V = % Laughlin state. (a) The energy spectrum (Coulomb
energy E versus angular momentum L) of the system of N = 9 electrons on Haldane sphere at the
monopole strength 2Q = 3(N — 1) = 24. Black dots and grey diamonds mark states with the total spin
S = %N = 3 (maximum polarization) and S = %N — 1 = % (one reversed spin), respectively. Ground
state is the Laughlin V = 31,; state. Lines connect states containing one QE—QH (S = g) or QER—QH
(S = %) pair. (b) The dispersion curves (excitation energy Ex = E — E0 versus wave vector k) for the
K = 0 charge-density wave (QE—QH pair) and the K = 1 spin-density wave (QER—QH pair) in the
Laughlin V = % ground state, calculated in the systems of N S 11 electrons on Haldane sphere. A is
the magnetic length and K is the number of reversed spins relative to a ferromagnetic state [105]
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S = %N — K = g and g for K = 0 and 1, respectively), from which the dispersion
curves £K(k) are obtained. The energy E is plotted as a function Of angular momentum
L, and 2Q = 3(N — 1) = 24 is the strength of the magnetic monopole inside Haldane’s
sphere corresponding to the LL degeneracy g = 2Q + 1 = 25 and the Laughlin filling
factor V = (N — 1) / (g - 1) = % (for the details on Haldane’s spherical geometry see
Sec. 3.1). The energy E does not include the Zeeman term EZ, which scales differently
than the plotted Coulomb energy with the magnetic field B. The excitation energies
8K = E — E0 (where E0 is the Laughlin ground state energy) have been calculated for
the states identified in the finite-size spectra as the K = 0 charge-density wave and the
K = 1 spin-density wave. These states are marked with dotted lines in Fig. 4.1(a). The
values of Ex obtained for different N S 11 have been plotted together in Fig. 4.1(b) as
a function Of the wave vector k = L/R = (L/\/Q)A‘1. Clearly, using the apprOpriate
units of A‘1 for wave vector and e2 /A for excitation energy in Fig. 4.1(b) results in the
quick convergence of the curves with increasing N, and allows accurate prediction of the
dispersion curves in an infinite system, as marked with thick lines. The most significant
features of these curves are: (i) the finite gap A0 3 0.076 e2/A and the magneto-roton
minimum 19 z 1.5A'1 in 190(k), and (ii) the vanishing of 191(k) in the k —) 0 limit (for
E2 = 0).
The similar nature Of the charge- and spin-waves in the V = % state to those at V = 1
lies at the heart of the CF picture (Sec. 2.3), in which these excitations correspond to
promoting one CF from a completely filled lowest (71. = 0) spin-1 CF LL either to the
first excited (n = 1) CF LL of the same spin (1) or to the same CF LL (n = 0) but with
the reversed spin (T). The three constituent QP’s of which the charge— and spin-waves
are composed: a hole in the n = 0 spin-1 CF LL and particles in the n = 1 spin-1
and n = 0 spin-T CF LL’s, are analogous to those in the electron LL’s from which the
charge- and spin-waves at V = 1 are built.
Independently of the CF picture, one can define three types of QP’s (elementary
excitations) Of the Laughlin V = % fluid (compare Sec. 2.2). They are Laughlin quasi-
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holes (QH’s) and quasielectrons (QE’S) and Rezayi spin-reversed quasielectrons (QER).
The excitations in Fig. 4.1 are more complex in a sense that they consist of a (neutral)
pair of QH and either QE (K = 0) or QER (K = 1). Each Of the QP’s is character-
ized by such single-particle quantities as (fractional) electric charge (QQH = +%e and
QQE = QQER = —%e), energy er, or degeneracy ng of the single-particle Hilbert
space. On Haldane’s sphere, the degeneracy ng is related to the angular momentum
lQP by gQP = 2lQp+1, with law = lQER = Q* and lQE = Q*—1 and 2Q* = 2Q—2(N—1)
being the effective monopole strength in the CF model (Sec. 3.3).
The energies er to create an isolated QP Of each type in the Laughlin ground state
have been previously estimated in a number of ways. Here, we present our results Of
exact diagonalization calculation for N g 11 (cQE and sQH) and N S 10 (eQER). In
Fig. 4.2(a) we show an example of the numerical energy spectrum for the system of
N = 9 electrons, in which an isolated QE or QER occurs at 2Q = 3(N — 1) — 1 = 23 in
the subspace of S = %N = g and S = %N—1 = g, respectively. Both of these states have
been identified in Fig. 4.2(a). To estimate eQE and eQER, we use the standard procedure
[31, 38, 39, 119, 120] to take into account the finite-size effects (the dependence of A on
2Q, QA2 = R2), and express the energies E Of Fig. 4.2(a) in the units of e2 /A with A
appropriate for V = %, before subtracting from them the Laughlin ground state energy
of Fig. 4.1(a). Plotting the results for different values of N in Fig. 4.2(b) as a function
of N‘1 allows the extrapolation to an infinite system, with the limiting values Of eQE =
0.0664 e2 /A and eQER = 0.0383 e2/A (with the difference eQE — EQER = 0.0281 e2/A in
remarkable agreement with Rezayi’s original estimate [91] based on his numerics for
N g 6). For completeness, we have also plotted the QH energies, which extrapolate
to eQH = 0.0185 e2 /A. Note that to Obtain the so—called “proper” QP energies in a
finite system [31, 36, 119], EQp(N), the term Q2QP /2R must be added to each value in
Fig. 4.2(b). The linear extrapolation of EQP(N) to N'1 —) 0 gives EQE = 0.0737 e2 /A,
EQER = 0.0457 e2 /A, and EQH = 0.0258 e2 / A. The energies Of spatially separated QE—
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Figure 4.2: Quasiparticles in the V = % Laughlin ground state. (a) The energy spectrum (Coulomb
energy E versus angular momentum L) of the system of N = 9 electrons on Haldane sphere at the
monopole strength 2Q = 3(N — 1) — 1 = 23. Black dots and grey diamonds mark states with the total
spin S = %N = 3 (maximum polarization) and S = %N — 1 = % (one reversed spin), respectively.
Ground state at S = % is the reversed-spin quasielectron QER of the Laughlin V = % fluid, and the
lowest-energy state at S = g is the Laughlin quasielectron QE. (b) The energies e Of all three types of
quasiparticles of the V = é state (QH, QE, and QER) calculated in the systems of N g 11 electrons on
Haldane sphere and plotted as a function of N71. The numbers give the results of linear extrapolation
to an infinite (planar) system. A is the magnetic length. [105]
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to 80(00) 2 EQE + EQH = 0.0995 e2//\ and 81(00) = EQER + EQH = 0.0715 e2/A.
While the QH’s are the only type of QP’s that occur in low-energy states at V <
(219 + 1)’1, the QE’s and QER’S are two competing excitations at V > (2p + 1)‘1.
As pointed out by Rezayi [91] and Chakraborty et a1., [15] whether QE’s or QER’s will
occur at low energy depends on the relation between their energies including the Zeeman
term, eQE and EQER + EZ. Although it is difficult to accurately estimate the value of Ez
in an experimental sample because of its dependence on a number of factors (material
parameters, well width w, density p, magnetic field B, etc.), it seems that both scenarios
with QE’s and QER’S being lowest-energy QP’s are possible. For example, using the
bulk value for the effective g*-factor in GaAs (dEZ/dB = 0.03 meV/T) results in the
QER—QE crossing at B = 18 T, while including the dependence of g* on w and B as
described in Ref. [121] makes QER more stable than QE up to B ~ 100 T.
4.3 Interaction with Other Quasiparticles
Once it is established which of the QP’s occur at low energy in a particular system
(defined by 9, w, B, V, etc.), their correlations can be understood by studying the
appropriate pair interaction pseudopotentials [39, 89, 119, 124] (Sec. 2.4). On a plane,
R for a pair of particles ab is the angular momentum associated with the (complex)
relative coordinate, z = za — zb. On Haldane’s sphere, the compatible definition of R
depends on the sign of QaQb (compare Eq. 2.21): for a pair of opposite charges, R
is the length of total pair angular momentum, L = Ila + lbl, while for two charges of
the same sign, R = la + lb — L. In all cases, R 2 0 and larger R corresponds to a
larger average ab separation [89, 119]. Furthermore, only odd values of R are allowed
for indistinguishable (a = b) fermions.
Since the QE—QH and QER—QH pseudOpotentials have been plotted in Fig. 4.1
(VQE_QH = 80 and VQER_QH = 81), and the QE—QE and QH—QH pseudopotentials can
be found for example in Ref. [120], we only need to discuss VQER_QER and VQE_QER.
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Figure 4.3: Interaction between two QER’S. (a) The energy spectrum (Coulomb energy E versus
angular momentum L) of the system of N = 8 electrons on Haldane sphere at the monopole strength
2Q = 3(N — 1) — 2 = 19. Black dots, grey diamonds, and open circles mark states with the total spin
S = %N = 4 (maximum polarization), S = %N — 1 = 3 (one reversed spin), and S = %N — 2 = 2 (two
reversed spins), respectively. Lines connect states containing one QE—QE (S = 4), QE—QER (S = 3),
or QER—QER (S = 2) pair. (b) The pseudopotentials (pair energy V versus relative angular momentum
R) of the QER—QER interaction calculated in the systems of N g 9 electrons on Haldane sphere. /\ is
the magnetic length. [105]
and at 2Q = 3(N — 1) -— 2 (i.e., at g = go — 2 where go corresponds to the Laughlin state).
An example of the energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.3(a) for N = 8 at 2Q = 19. The
lowest-energy states in the subspaces of S = %N = 4, %N — 1 = 3, and %N — 2 = 2
are connected with dashed lines and contain a QE—QE, QE—QER, and QER—QER pair,
respectively. The angular momenta L that occur in these bands result from addition of
lQE and/or IQER (with lQE = Q* + 1 = % and lQER = Q* = g). For identical fermions,
the addition must be followed by antisymmetrization that picks out only odd values of
R for the QE—QE and QER—QER pairs.
An immediate conclusion from Fig. 4.3(a) is that the maximally spin-polarized (S =
%N) system is unstable at the filling factor close but not equal to the Laughlin value
of V = % (the actual spin polarization decreases with decreasing EZ, and S = 0 for
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Ez = 0). This was first pointed out by Rezayi [91] and interpreted in terms of an
effective attraction between K = 1 spin-waves; here we prefer to use charged QP’s as
the most elementary excitations and explain the observed ordering of different S-bands
by the fact that EQE 75 EQER (at EZ = 0, EQE — eQER z 0.028162/A) and the particular
form of involved interaction pseudopotentials (see further in the text).
We have calculated the QE—QER and QER—QER pseudopotentials from the energy
spectra as that in Fig. 4.3(a) by converting L into R and subtracting the Laughlin
ground state energy and the energy of two appropriate QP’S from the total N-electron
energy, VAB(R) = E(L) —E0 —5A -83. To minimize the finite-size effects, all subtracted
energies are given in the same units of e2/Ao, where A0 = R/JQB corresponds to
2620 = 3(N — 1), i.e., to V = %. The result for VQER_QER and N g 9 is shown
in Fig. 4.3(b). Clearly, obtained values of VQER_QER(R) still depend on N and, for
example, the positive sign characteristic of repulsion between equally charged particles is
only restored in the N‘1 —) 0 limit with VQER_QER(1) of the order of 0.01 e2 /A (compare
with discussion of the signs of VQE_QE and VQH_QH in Ref. [122]). However, it seems
that the monotonic character of VQER_QER(R) is independent of N. More importantly,
VQER_QER is also a super-linear function of L(L + 1). As discussed in Sec. 3.3, this
implies [89, 119, 122] Laughlin correlations and incompressibility at l/QER = (2p + 1)‘1,
in analogy to the spin-polarized Laughlin states of QE’s or QH’s in Haldane’s hierarchy
picture [37, 120]. The most prominent of QER Laughlin states, VQER = %, corresponds to
1
the electronic filling factor of V = fl and the 75% spin polarization (S = Z ). This state








[120], the experimental observation [104] of the FQHE at V = 1 seems to prove the
H
formation of QER’s in the V = % state without need for direct measurement of spin
polarization. The expected critical dependence of the excitation gap at V = fi on the
Zeeman gap EZ might be revealed in tilted-field experiments. This dependence will be
very different than at some other fractions. For example, the fact that incompressibility
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Figure 4.4: Interaction between QE and QER. (a) The energy spectrum (Coulomb energy E versus
angular momentum L) of the system of N = 9 electrons on Haldane sphere at the monopole strength
2Q = 3(N — 1) — 2 = 22. Black dots and grey diamonds mark states with the total spin S = %N = g
(maximum polarization) and S = %N — 1 = '27; (one reversed spin), respectively. Lines connect states
containing one QE—QE (S = g) or QE—QER (S = %) pair. (b) The pseudopotentials (pair energy V
versus relative angular momentum R) of the QE—QER interaction calculated in the systems of N g 10
electrons on Haldane sphere. A is the magnetic length. [105]
spin-unpolarized (S = O) VQER = 1 state gives rise to FQHE at this filling in both small
and large Ez regime. On the other hand, spin-unpolarized FQHE is not expected in
the i < V < % range (because spin-reversed QH’s in the V = % state do not exist),
and the V = % and % states (corresponding [120] to VQH = % and %) should remain
incompressible and compressible, respectively, over a wide range of Ez.
The QE—QER pseudopotentials were calculated from similar spectra as that of S = 3
in Fig. 4.3(a). As another example, in Fig. 4.4(a) we show the spectrum for N = 9,
in which only two values of S = %N = g and %N — 1 = % have been included. The
lowest energy states in these two S-subspaces (connected with dashed lines) contain a
QE—QE and QE—QER pair, respectively. Using the same procedure as for VQER_QER,
we have calculated VQE_QER(R). The results for N S 10 are presented in Fig. 4.4(b).
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As for VQER_QER in Fig. 4.3(b), the values of VQE_QER(R) calculated in a finite system
depend on N. The values extrapolated to the N"1 -> 0 limit are also similar, with
VQE—QER(0) -) 0.015 e2/A and VQE—QER(1) -> 0.0162/A.
Despite finite-size errors, the comparison of the curves for N g 10 is sufficient to no-
tice quite different behavior of VQE_QER(R) from both VQER_QER(R) and VQE_QE(R).
Two important features of the VQE_QER pseudopotential can be established: (i) the
QE—QER repulsion is relatively strong at R g 1 (short range) and saturates at larger
R, and (ii) VQE_QER is super-linear in L(L + 1) only at 1 g R _<_ 3, but sub-linear at
0 g R g 2 and at larger R. As a consequence, the short-range criterion [89, 119, 124]
(see Secs. 2.4 and 3.3) applied to VQE_QER yields Laughlin correlations for QE—QER
pairs only at m = 2. The term “Laughlin correlations” used here is defined in Sec. 3.3
as a tendency to avoid pair states with R smaller than certain m. At V g m—l, these
correlations are described by a Jastrow prefactor [Lg-(r,- — yj)m in the many-body wave
function (Eq. 2.15), where :1: and y are complex OE and QER coordinates, respectively.
Although it is not clear if QE’s and QER’s could coexist in the V = % “parent” state in
an experimental system (such mixed state would be sensitive to the value of EZ), one can
ask if such two-component QE—QER plasma could also be incompressible. This question
can be answered within the generalized CF model [89, 118] for all allowed combinations
of Jastrow exponents [mQE_QE, mQER_QER, mQE_QER]. In this model, the reduced (ef-
fective) LL degeneracies of QP’s are given by Q*QE = gQE — (mQE_QE — 1)(NQE — 1) —
mQE—QERNQER and QEER = gQER - (mQER—QER - 1)(NQER - 1) - mQE—QERNQE, and
the incompressibility condition is NQP = gap for both QE’s and QER’S. In the above, 9
is the LL degeneracy of electrons and NQP denotes the number of QP’s of each type. It
turns out that because the three involved QP pseudopotentials are not generally super-
linear in L(L+ 1), only few combinations of exponents [mQE_QE, mQER_QER, mQE_QER]
are allowed, and of those only [1,1,2] satisfies the incompressibility condition. The hypo-
thetical [1,1,2] state of the QE—QER fluid corresponds to V = % and 80% polarization
(S = 13—0N). Finite realizations of this state on Haldane’s sphere occur for N = 5g + 4
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(q 2 1) at 2Q = 13q + 7, and have NQE = q and NQER = q + 2, which yields S = gq.
4.4 Optical Properties
Once the single-particle energies e and the two-particle interaction pseudopotentials
V(R) of all three types of QP’s have been calculated, let us now turn to their Optical
properties. The effect of QE’s on the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the Laughlin
fluid has been studied in great detail [89, 123]. The crucial facts are: (i) The PL
spectrum can be understood in terms of QE’s and their interaction with one another and
with a valence-band hole (h) only in the “weak-coupling regime” in which the electron—
electron repulsion is sufficiently weak compared to the electron—hole attraction; this is
realized in “asymmetric” structures in which the electron and hole layers are separated
by a finite distance d (of the order of A). (ii) In this regime, a positively charged h can
bind one or two QE’s to form “fractionally charged excitons” (FCX), hQE or hQEg.
(iii) The 2D translational invariance results in orbital selection rules for the radiative
recombination of FCX’s; it turns out that the only bright states are hQE* (an excited
state of the dark hQE) and hQEg.
In analogy, we expect that a valence hole h could also form bound states with one
or more QER’S, denoted by FCXR. However, unlike for FCX’s, the stability of FCXR
complexes should depend on the Zeeman energy, the binding of more than one QER
should be more difficult due to the stronger QER—QER repulsion, different angular
momenta of OE and QER should result in different optical selection rules of FCXR, and
the possible annihilation of a hole with a reversed-spin electron should cause different
polarization of FCXR emission. To study the possible binding of FCXR’S we begin with
the h—QER pseudopotential, shown in Fig. 4.5(a) for a 7e—h system in which a hole
interacts with N = 7 electrons and for a few different values of d/A. The values of
262 = 3(N — 1) — 1 = 17 and S = %N — 1 = g are chosen so that one QER is present
in the Laughlin V = % state and interacts with the hole. In the CF picture of this
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Figure 4.5: Interaction between quasiparticles and a valence band hole. (a) The pseudopotentials (pair
energy V versus pair angular momentum L) of the h—QER interaction calculated in the system of N = 7
electrons and one valence hole (h) on Haldane sphere at the monopole strength 2Q = 3(N — 1) —1 = 17.
Different symbols correspond to different separations d between the electron and hole planes. (bed) The
energy spectra (Coulomb energy E versus angular momentum L) of the same, seven-electron—one-hole
system at 262 = 17 at three different values of d. Black dots and grey diamonds mark states with
the total electron spin S = é-N = % (maximum polarization) and S = %N — 1 = g (one reversed
spin), respectively. Lines in ((1) connect states containing one h—QE (S = g) or h—QER (S = g) pair.
7
The lowest-energy S = 5 and g states in (c) are the fractionally charged excitons, hQE and hQER,
respectively. A is the magnetic length. [105]
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CF LL of g* = 262* + 1, leaving the seventh CF in the reversed-spin LL. The filled LL
is incompressible, and only the single reversed-spin CF (i.e., QER) correlates with the
hole. The Vh_QER is plotted as a function of the pair angular momentum whose values
(6 g L _<_ 11) result from addition of lh = Q and lQER = (2*. To ensure that exactly one
QER is present in the Laughlin fluid and interacts with the hole at an arbitrary (small)
value of d, a special procedure [123] has been used in which the electric charge of the hole
is reduced to e/e << 6. Clearly, the decrease of Vh_QER with a decrease of L (average
h—QER separation) indicates h—QER attraction. The strength of this attraction, that is
the binding energy AhQER ~ IVh—QER(lh - lQER)I, depends on d and is similar to AhQE;
compare with Ref. [123]. Therefore, in analogy to the QE case, we expect that bound
hQER states will occur in a system containing free QER’S at the values of d at which
AhQE and AhQER is smaller than the Laughlin gap to create additional QE—QH pairs
(note that since the projection Sz of the total electron spin is conserved at any d, FCX
or FCXR does not couple to virtual QER—QH excitations).
In order to verify the above hypothesis, we have calculated the 7e-h energy spectra
with up to one reversed spin (S = %N = g and S = %N — 1 = g). The results for
d/A = 0, 1.5, and 4 are presented in Fig. 4.5(bcd). As expected, the hQER ground state
develops together with the spin-polarized hQE state at d larger than about A. The
energy difference between hQER and hQE states at d/A = 1.5 is only about 0.007 62/A,
which is small compared to EQE — EQER. This is because hQE couples stronger than
hQER to virtual QE—QH pair excitations of the underlying Laughlin state (QE—QER
repulsion at short range is stronger than QE—QE repulsion). At (1 much larger than A,
the lowest energy states in Fig. 4.5(d) contain well defined h—QE or h—QER pairs with
all possible values of L. The coupling to the virtual QE—QH excitations is reduced, and
the h—QER and h—QE bands are separated by about the single-particle gap EQE — EQER.
To compare the optical properties of hQE and hQER, it is essential to notice that,
because lQER 75 lQE, also thER = lh — lQER = N — 1 is different from thE = lh - lQE =
N — 2. The orbital selection rule for radiative recombination of bound FCX or FCXR
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states results from the fact that an annihilated, optically active electron—hole pair carries
no angular momentum [4, 27, 121, 123]. Therefore, the angular momenta of the initial
(bound) state and a final state in the emission process must be equal. On the other
hand, it is known [19, 123] that only those emission processes with minimum number
of QP’s involved can have significant spatial overlap with an initial (bound) state of
small size, and thus significant intensity (oscillator strength 7‘1). Thus, hQE or hQER
must both recombine to leave two QH’s in the final state (and no additional QE—QH
or QER—QH pairs). The allowed angular momenta of two identical QH’s [in the final,
(N — 1)e system] each with IQH = %N are L2QH = N — RQH, where RQH is an odd
integer. The comparison of L2QH with thE and thER makes it clear that, in contrast
to the dark hQE, the hQER ground state is radiative. Since hQER is the simplest of
all FCXR’s and bright at the same time, its emission is expected to dominate the PL
spectrum of a Laughlin fluid at 1/ > %, in which free QER’s are present. The larger FCXR
complexes, h(QER)2 and hQERQE are also found in the numerical calculation at d > A
(see Fig. 4.6), but being less strongly bound (due to larger QER—QER and QER—QE
repulsion at short range) they are not expected to form as easily as hQE2 does in a spin-
polarized system. Moreover, h(QER)2 turns out dark, and the formation of hQERQE
requires the presence of both QE’s and QER’S in the unperturbed electron system, which
further limits the contribution of these bound states to the PL spectrum. Let also add
that since hQER emits by recombination of a valence hole with % of an electron with
reversed spin (QER in the initial state) and g of an electron with majority spin (two
QH’s in the final state), the emitted photon should be only partially polarized. This
is in contrast to a completely polarized emission of the bright FCX complexes, hQE*
and hQEg. Therefore, the partially unpolarized emission in the “weak-coupling” regime
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Figure 4.6: The energy spectra (Coulomb energy E versus angular momentum L) of the system
of N = 7 electrons and one valence hole (h) on Haldane sphere at the monopole strength 262 =
3(N — 1) — 2 = 16, at the separations d = 2A (a) and 4A (b) between the electron and hole planes.
Black dots, grey diamonds, and Open circles mark states with the total electron spin S = %N = %
(maximum polarization), S = %N — 1 = % (one reversed spin), and S = %N — 2 = % (two reversed
Spins), respectively. The lowest-energy S = g, g, and % states in (a) are the fractionally charged
excitons, hQEz, hQERQE, and h(QER)2, respectively. The lowest-energy band of S = % states marked
with lines in (b) contains all possible states of two QER’s and one h. A is the magnetic length. [105]
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Chapter 5
Spin Flip Excitations and
Skyrmions
The spin excitations at V = 1 have been widely studied both theoretically [11, 32,
69, 78, 102, 129] and experimentally [2, 5, 54, 73, 75, 95, 110] in an extended 2DEG
as well as in finite-size quantum Hall droplets [81, 82, 114]. It is therefore known
that even in the absence of the Zeeman energy (EZ) the V = 1 GS is ferromagnetic
and translationally invariant (hence non-degenerate). The only excitations beyond the
cyclotron gap hwc are the spin waves (SW) with the number of reversed spins (relative
to ferromagnetic state) K = 1 and the angular momentum L = 1,2,3, . . .. A single
SW (called also a spin-exciton) consists of a vacancy (hole) in the spin-1 level bound
to an electron in the spin-T level. Its dispersion curve is given by [49] Esw(k) =
E0 + E'Z + EC \/7r—/2[1 — exp(—Ic2)I0(Ic2)], where E0 is the V = 1 GS energy, EC = eQ/A,
k = fl is a longitudinal wave vector, K. = k/\/2 and Io is the modified Bessel function.
It has been shown [125] that the SW’s each with L = 1 condense into an ordered
(with parallel angular momenta), correlated and noninteracting state. The interaction
energy of this condensate is linear in spin polarization, which gives rise to a gapless and
continuous density of states.
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Figure 5.1: A finite system of N = 12 electrons at 262 = 12 (V = 1*). (a) The excitation energy from
the ferromagnetic GS E0 to a skyrmionic state Es vs the topological charge of the skyrmion K (number
of SW’s created in a system); open symbols: in the absence of the Zeeman energy; solid dots: adding
the Zeeman energy Ez causes transition to the GS with K = 3 (circled). (b) The reduced energy gap
between the skyrmionic GS EGS(K) and the first excited state Eex as a function of the Zeeman energy
Ez. The E = Ez function is the corresponding energy gap at precisely V = 1. [107]
l/ = 1 ferromagnetic GS will cause the formation of skyrmions or anti-skyrmions S;
[66, 99, 102, 129], particle-like charged excitations with large spin. In Fig. 5.1(a—b) we
illustrate it on the example of N = 12 electrons on Haldane sphere at 262 = 12, which
due to the particle-hole symmetry can be interpreted as either an extra or missing
electron in the 1/ = 1 GS of 13 electrons, and will be denoted here as V = 1i. In the
absence of Zeeman energy, the K = 0 GS may become unstable [33] (open symbols in
Fig. 5.1(a)). Depending on the value of Zeeman energy (controlled e.g. by hydrostatic
pressure [43, 101]) the skyrmionic state with appropriate K will become the GS of the
system. The skyrmionic spin excitation gap will be significantly reduced compared to
Ez (see Fig. 5.1(b)). Importantly, due to an exact mapping between the unpolarized
electron (T—i) and polarized electron—valence—hole (e—h) systems in the lowest LL [71],
the SK states are equivalent to the charged multi-excitons [83, 113] (XI?) consisting of K
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neutral excitons bound to an extra 6 or II (see Sec. 4.1). This allows cross-interpretation
of studies of spin and optical excitations.
Whether the insertion of an additional reversed-spin particle (from the edge) into
a bulk of the droplet will cause its complete depolarization (in the absence of Ez),
depends on the details of the interaction pseudopotential. W6js and Quinn [125] found
a general criterion that allows prediction of the presence or absence of skyrmions in a
system of spin-% particles half-filling a spin-degenerate shell. According to this criterion,
the skyrmion states will be the eigenstates of the system with lowest energies, and
these energies will decrease with increasing the topological charge K, if and only if
the electron-electron interaction pseudopotential Vee(7?,) (see Sec. 2.4): (i) is not only
repulsive, but also superharmonic (Sec. 3.3) at R = 0, (ii) decreases sufficiently quickly
with increasing ’R between R = 1 and 3, R = 3 and 5, etc.
Recent NMR experiments [24, 57] on the spin polarization at V = % clearly indicate
that skyrmions are more important near this filling factor than expected from previous
theory [51]. Near V = (2p + 1)“1 (p is an integer) Laughlin correlations [62] allow
mapping [42, 47, 67] of the low-energy interacting-electron states onto the noninteracting
composite fermion (CF) states with an effective filling factor V* a: 1 (Sec. 2.3). The
Chern-Simons transformation, in which 2p magnetic flux quanta are attached to each
electron, results in the effective CF LL degeneracy of g* = g — 2p(N — 1). On a sphere
[89], this replaces the electronic 2l 2 2Q z (2p + 1)(N — 1) by 21* = 2Q* z N — 1
(Sec. 3.3). As discussed in Sec. 4.2, analogously to the case of charge and spin waves
at V = 1, those at V = % are composed of three elementary QP’S: a hole in the n = 0
spin-l CF LL and particles in the n = 1 spin-[ and n = 0 spin-T CF LL’s. The
three types of QP’s of the Laughlin V = % fluid can be defined independently of the CF
picture: Laughlin quasiholes (QH’s) and quasielectrons (QE’s) and Rezayi spin-reversed
quasielectrons (QER’S) [91, 105]. The formation of small skyrmions and anti-skyrmions
near V = % was confirmed in both, experiments [53, 65] and in numerical calculation
[70]. The criterion for the occurrence of skyrmions in a V = % fluid, which is an example
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of a system with borken particle(T)—hole(¢) symmetry, is similar to the one at V = 1
with the exception that the condition (ii) must be rephrased in terms of the particle-hole




Hyperfine Coupling of Quantum
Hall States to Nuclear Spins
6.1 Introduction
One of the most promising scenarios for implementation of a quantum computer is to
manipulate nuclear spin in heterojunctions via hyperfine interaction with the electron
spins under the conditions of quantum Hall effect. This idea was motivated by the
optically pumped NMR measurments [5, 110] on GaAs quantum well structures of a
dramatic enhancement of the very small nuclear relaxation rate which characterizes the
QH ferromagnetic V = 1 GS, and of a sharp decrease of the Knight shift, when the
filling factor was moved away from V = 1. Similar effects were observed [24] near V = %.
The overview of earlier work done on nuclear relaxation processes can be found
in Chap. 1. Here, we report on detailed numerical studies of the coupling between
the incompressible V = 1 and % quantum Hall states and the localized nuclear spins.
Following earlier discussion [74] we assume that the nuclear relaxation time is governed
only by the hyperfine interaction with the electron spins. We find that the perturbation
of the V = 1 or % state by the hyperfine interaction with a localized spin results in the
creation of a spin wave (SW) with a finite wave vector k and an energy E(k) that is
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larger than the electronic Zeeman gap, E(k) Z E(O) = Ez. A spectral function for this
process is calculated and shown to vanish at both k = 0 and k —> 00. The maximum
of the spectral function is at k ~ 1/A, i.e. at the energy larger than E(O) = EZ by
a term of the order of EC = e2//\, and the nuclear Zeeman energy is much smaller
than both EC and E2. Therefore the energy conservation law prevents flipping nuclear
spins at (locally) V = 1 or %, even if E2 was made arbitrarily small. This explains long
relaxation times observed in experiments.
At V slightly different from 1 or %, the spin excitations coupled to a localized spin
are the “internal excitations” of skyrmions in which their number of reversed spins K
and angular momentum of a skyrmion change by one [33, 69, 125]. Remarkably, we find
that the oscillator strength for this process increases with the skyrmion size K. Since
the energy of the K ——) K + 1 excitation is much smaller than Ez (and, in particular, it
can be made equal to the nuclear Zeeman gap at the appropriate value of E2), it means
that the skyrmion-nucleus spin-flip processes will be allowed by the energy conservation
law. This explains the shortened relaxation times of nuclear spin states at V slightly
diflerent from 1 or %.
At this stage of our study, we limit ourselves to the investigation of the mechanisms
responsible for nuclear spin relaxation. We do not attempt to analyze the statistical
mechanics of the relaxation rate of any non-equilibrium nuclear spin distribution, which
will be the subject of our future study. The results discussed here will be published in
Ref. [107].
6.2 Model
Following the earlier work on the spin excitations of the 2DEG in the quantum Hall
regime [57, 53, 102, 125, 129] (Chap. 5), we study the coupling of these excitations to
localized (e.g. nuclear) spins. The model to describe the 2DEG is that of Sec. 3.1,
except that it is now extended to include the presence of a nucleus. The electrons are
confined to a Haldane sphere [36] of radius R. The single-electron states (monopole
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harmonics, see Eqs. 3.10 and 3.15) are the eigenstates [31, 36, 126] of magnitude (l) and
projection (m) of angular momentum and of spin projection a, and they form g-fold
(g = 21 + 1) degenerate LL’s labeled by n = l — Q.
The cyclotron energy hwc oc B is assumed much larger than the Coulomb energy
EC 2 e2//\ o< x/H. However, no assumption is made about the electron Zeeman energy,
and 17 = Ez/EC is a (small) free parameter of the model. As a result, only the a =l and
T states of the lowest (77. = 0) LL need be included in the calculation, denoted simply
by Ima).
The many-electron Hamiltonian in the lowest LL can be written as (compare Eq. 3.23)
H = Z clnlackwwmw’cmw(m1m2|V|m3m4)
+ Z CInTCmTEz, (6.1)
where clna and cma are the electron creation and annihilation operators, the summation
goes over all orbital and spin indices, and V is the Coulomb interaction potential. The
many-electron states are expanded in the basis of Slater determinants
|m101...mNaN) = c] ...c]nNUN |vac), (6.2)
mlal
where |vac) stands for the vacuum state.
To study the relaxation processes of nuclear spins, we assume that the separation
between nuclei is large so that their direct magnetic dipolar interaction can be neglected
[74]. Also the temperature is assumed to be smaller than any relevant electronic energy
scale and therefore the effects of electron scattering by the impurity potential need
not be included. In such systems the nuclear relaxation time T is governed only by
the hyperfine interaction with the electron spins described by the contact interaction
Hamiltonian [100]
F = AZIksj 5(rj —Rk)
j,k.
= A2 Ikzsjza (rj — +—AZ [135].- + Ik‘S,7]; (r, — RR), (6.3)
M
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where A is the hyperfine coupling constant, Sj (IR) and rj (Rk) denote the spin and
position of the jth electron (kth nucleus). The longitudinal part of F does not change
the spin projection on the B direction, and therefore in our problem only the transverse
part of F (the last term in Eq. 6.3) need be considered.
Let |z')e, |z)n, |f)e, and |f)n stand for the initial and final many-body states of
electrons and a nucleus, respectively. Electrons are weakly interacting with the nucleus,
hence |z') = |z')e Ii)” and
(fl AZSNI‘fl—(RMU — R) II?) = MN I_(R) I01. e(f| A: Sf(r)5(7‘ - R) lile- (6-4)
.7 2
Here, we will not specify the nuclear states and will focus on the electronic contribution
described by the last matrix element in the Eq. 6.4.
Due to the translational/rotational invariance of the 2DEG, the position of the
nucleus can be conveniently chosen at the north pole of the sphere, where all electron
wave functions (of the lowest LL) vanish, except for |m = l,T) and Im = l,l). On the
Haldane sphere
6(r — R) = A'5(s°2 — N), (6.5)
where O is a position versor in spherical coordinates (Eq. 3.4), N stands for the north
pole of the sphere (Sec. 3.1) and A’ is a constant such that
/ A'5(s°2 — Mao = 1. (6.6)
In the basis of Slater determinants, the electronic matrix element in Eq. 6.4 reads
I + A ‘
AA 2 s]. an — N) m101...> =
J
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where we applied the relation S; 2 2mm, CI—fi’Tle' From the properties of monOpole
harmonics (Eqs. 3.15—3.17), one can evaluate explicitly
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From Eqs. 6.7-6.8, ignoring the overall coupling constant AA’ (which is independent
of the system size, R or Q), the transverse part of F projected onto the lowest LL
simplifies to
F = CLCIT + ClTCli- (6.9)
Clearly, the change of the localized (nuclear) spin is accompanied by a reversal of
an electronic spin spread over a (cyclotron) orbit of finite radius ~ A.
The oscillator strength 7‘1 of the transition between the initial and final electronic
eigenstates is (by the Fermi golden rule) proportional to the square of the matrix element
of F. We define,
72? = [6”] Fli)el27
(6.10)
and accordingly the spectral function T_1(E) E Ti_1(E) = XI Ti;15(E — (Ez- — Ef)),
where E,- and E'f are the energies of the initial and final electronic state, respectively.
Due to the simple form of the operator F in our basis (6.9), the matrix element (6.10)
can be easily evaluated for any known pair of |z')e and | f) e eigenstates. Therefore, the
most difficult computational task is the accurate calculation of the many-electron eigen-
functions. Moreover, because of the breaking of both spatial and spin symmetry by the
transition operator F, entire multiplets with different Lz and .92 must be calculated
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Figure 6.1: Transitions from the V = 1 Laughlin ground state induced by hyperfine interaction with
a localized spin. (a) The energy E of transitions vs angular momentum L and wave vector kA for a
system of N = 20 electrons filling exactly the lowest LL (2Q = 19). Bubble size is proportional to 7‘1.
Solid dots and crosses mark states with K = 0 and 1 reversed spins, respectively. (b) The transition
probability (normalized by \/N) as a function of energy E for N S 25. (c) and (d) The spectral functions
T_1(k/\) and T_1(E), respectively, in the planar geometry limit (N —> 00). [107]
for each L and S. Hence, the proper identification of the relevant many-electron eigen-
states that: (i) describe a planar system in the R/A —> oo limit, (ii) have significant
7‘1, becomes essential.
6.3 Integral Quantum Hall Regime
We begin with the integral quantum Hall regime and the filling factor of precisely V = 1.
We evaluate numerically the matrix elements (6.10) for all possible transitions induced
by the Operator F from the initial ferromagnetic ground state (GS) of the system. The
results for N = 20 electrons at 262 = N — 1 = 19 are shown in Fig. 6.1(a). In this and
all the other spectra in this chapter E stands for the energy difference between the final
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and initial states and is given in the units of EC 2 e2/A. The Zeeman energy is not
included. The bubble size corresponds to 7'51, where i is the GS. We show that the only
final states with possibly nonzero transition probability are the SW’s with the number
of reversed spins K = 1.
To determine the spectral function of an infinite 2DEG we have compared data
obtained for different electron numbers, N g 25, and plotted the results in Fig. 6.1(b).
7,? for discrete values of E is multiplied by the factor x/N oc x/Q oc R/A, which comes
from normalization of the wave function of the extended SW over the entire sphere. All
data points lie on one regular curve, which allows prediction of their behavior in the
planar system, N -> 00 (see insets (c) and (d)).
The following observations can be made for a 2DEG at precisely V = 1: (i) The
hyperfine interaction F with a localized spin creates a SW whose energy spectrum begins
at the electron Zeeman gap (E 2 E(k = 0) = EZ). (ii) The function T_1(k) vanishes
at k = 0 and k ——> co, and has a maximum at a finite value of k. We found it to be at
160 ~ 1//\, which is consistent with the fact that the change of the total electron spin is
spread over a region of radius ~ A (a cyclotron orbit). (iii) The maximum of T_1(E) is
at the energy larger than E(O) = EZ by a term of the order of EC = e2/A. Since the
nuclear Zeeman energy is much smaller than both EC and E2, energy conservation law
prevents flipping nuclear spins at (locally) V = 1, even at arbitrarily small EZ. This
explains long relaxation times observed in experiments at this filling factor [5, 74, 110].
As discussed in Sec. 5, adding an extra particle (a reversed-spin electron or a hole)
to the V = 1 ferromagnetic GS will cause the formation of skyrmions. Importantly,
the skyrmionic spin excitation gap will be significantly reduced compared to E2 and
therefore, unlike SW’s of the V = 1 fluid, skyrmions are expected to play an important
role in the relaxation processes of nuclear spins. Skyrmions are well-defined charged
quasiparticles which move freely in the underlying V = 1 fluid, and because of the
Laughlin correlations between them, at low density they remain virtually unperturbed
by the skyrmion-skyrmion scattering [33, 125]. The collisions of a nucleus with more
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than one skyrmion can be therefore excluded from coupling of a 2DEG to nuclear spins
[125].
To determine the contribution from collisions with skyrmions to nuclear relaxation
processes, we calculated matrix elements (6.10) for transitions from a GS of 2DEG at
V = 1i to all possible final states. We investigated systems with different N and found
that the dominant contribution comes from the internal excitations of skyrmions in
which their number of reversed spins change by one, SK —+ SKil.
We continue with the example of N = 12 electrons and one hole in the lowest
LL (l = 6) at 262 = 12. In Fig. 6.2 we show transition probabilities from the states
containing one skyrmion with K = 0 (S; = h) (a), K = 1 (Sf) (b,c), K = 2 (S?) (d)
to all possible final states. The GS of the ferromagnetic system (a) is characterized by
L = S = 6 and on the Haldane sphere L2 = —5 corresponds to the h positioned on
the orbital next to the north pole (e.g. to the localized spin). The highest intensity in
the spectrum has the transition to the Sf state. Since the Coulomb energy E of this
transition is negative, setting the appropriate electronic Zeeman gap can make the total
energy E + Ez equal to nuclear Zeeman splitting.
In Fig. 6.2(b) we consider transitions from the state containing one 51+ . The peak
with a negative Coulomb energy and simultaneously the highest weight can be identified
among final states of 2DEG (see inset) as S; (L = S = 4). The other transitions present
in the spectrum occur at Coulomb energies greater than zero and large compared to the
nuclear Zeeman gap, which, as in the case of precisely V = 1, excludes them from the
spin flip scattering with the nucleus. The value of L2 = —4 corresponds to the S1+ is
placed at the orbital next to the north pole. Not surprisingly, moving Sf away from the
north pole (localized spin) to Lz = —2 weakens the 51+—S§" transition, which is shown
in Fig. 6.2(c). The energy spectrum and intensities of transitions to corresponding final
states from the initial S; GS are shown in Fig. 6.2(d). It is clear that most of the
transition probability goes to a well-defined final state S; (L = S = 3), with a negative
excitation energy, .
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Figure 6.2: The intensity 1" vs energy E and the energy spectra (insets) of N = 12 electrons at
2Q = 12 (V = 1*) for transitions from initial states: (a) K = 0,Lz = —5 (a h next to the nucleus),
(b)K = 1,Lz = —4 (51+ next to the nucleus) (c)K = 1,Lz = —2 (Sf moved away from the nucleus)
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Figure 6.3: Intensities of transitions in the V = li fluid in the limit of N’1 —+ 0. (a) The intensity
7‘1 vs N'1 for transitions from the skyrmion states with K g 4 (marked with different symbols) to
final states with K :I: 1 due to the hyperfine interaction with a nucleus. (b) The transition probability
7’1 between skyrmionic states K —) K :1: 1 vs K in a system of N = 12 electrons. (c) The intensity of
transitions K —) K :1: 1 as a function of the Zeeman energy. K is the number of reversed spins in the
initial state; the solid line is a Gaussian expected to be observed in experiment. (d) Same as (b) but in
the N‘1 ——) 0 limit (planar system). [107]
We found that the spin scattering probability 7‘1 of a SK (of size oc A) by a localized
spin, depends on the impact parameter which is proportional to L; (see the example
in Fig. 6.2(c—d)). Because a skyrmion can move freely in the underlying V = 1 2DEG
and the external localized spin was placed at the north pole by an arbitrary choice, it is
1
more physical to consider probabilities 'r‘ summed over all possible impact parameters
Lz.
We showed that in finite size systems at V = 1i the electron spin excitations coupled
to the excitations of nuclear spins are the internal skyrmion transitions SK —) SK+1.
The dependence of these intensities (summed over all possible L) on the number of re-
versed spins K in the final state for a system of N = 12 electrons is shown in Fig. 6.3(b).
Quite surprisingly, the function T—1(K) has a maximum at a finite K. In order to esti-
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mate 7‘1 in an infinite system, we calculated matrix elements (6.10) of the SK —) SK+1
transition for different N. The results are shown in Fig. 6.3(a) (different symbols mark
different K’s). It is remarkable that 7‘1 shows a very regular dependence on N‘1.
Extrapolation to N‘1 —) 0 limit shows that on the infinite plane the SK —> SK+1 tran-
sitions will prevail. The extrapolated intensities are shown in Fig. 6.3(d). Noticeably,
7‘1 is an almost linear and increasing function of K. This is the consequence of the
1 summed overfact that the SK —> SK+1 transition is an edge excitation and thus 7"
all impact parameters Lz, should increase with the circumference of the skyrmion and
therefore with K. That 7'_1 has a maximum at a finite K in finite systems is an artifact
of the chosen geometry, as the circumference of a skyrmion decreases with increasing K
when it occupies more than half of the sphere.
Because in experiment the differential cross-section for skyrmion-nucleus collisions
also depends on the skyrmion circumference, one can expect that 7‘1 will increase as a
function of K. In Fig. 6.3(c) we show intensity peaks for subsequent K’s as a function
of EZ and we add a sample Gaussian to imitate the experimental broadening. It is
remarkable that when the value of E2 is lowered peaks with higher K are selected from
the spectral function, the separation between them decreases whereas their intensities
increase. Let us stress that these results are qualitatively different from the case of
precisely V = 1.
6.4 Fractional Quantum Hall Regime
It has been shown experimentally [24, 57, 53] that at filling factors close to V =
there are electron polarization changes resembling those due to skyrmions at V =
It is therefore expected that the fast and weakly temperature-dependent nuclear spin
relaxation [6, 23] observed at filling factors V = %i is due to the coupling to skyrmions
and anti-skyrmions.
We investigated a number of finite size systems and we found that flipping a localized
spin in the V = % state creates a SW, in perfect analogy to the case of V = 1. As an
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Figure 6.4: Transitions from the V = % ground state. (a) The energy E of transition from the
ferromagnetic GS of the system of N = 6 electrons at 262 = 15 (V = %) as a function of angular
momentum L and wave vector kA. The final states have K = 0 (solid dots) and K = 1 (open circles)
number of reversed spins, respectively. Bubble size corresponds to the transition intensity T—l. (b) The
transition probability (normalized by \/N) vs energy E for N _<_ 8. The spectral functions T_1(k)\) and
T_1(E) in the planar system (infinite Haldane sphere) are shown in (c) and (d). [107]
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example, a system of N = 6 electrons at 2Q = 15 is shown if Fig. 6.4(a). The effective
monopole strength is 2Q* = 2Q — 2(N — 1) = 5 and six CF’s fill exactly their lowest
spin-1 LL of degeneracy g* = 2Q* + 1 = 6. The bubble size in the plot is proportional
to 7,? (6.10) for transitions from the ferromagnetic GS (K = 0) to all possible final
states (K = 1).
As shown in Fig. 6.4(b) the function 7‘1 (again normalized by x/N, compare V = 1
in Fig. 6.1) has a very regular dependence on N. Hence, we were able to predict its shape
in an infinite planar system (see insets (c) and (d)). The spectral function vanishes for
k —2 0 or 00 and has a maximum at a finite k. This maximum is at 16 ~ (V3A)—1,
1
which is because the change of the total electron spin at V = 5 is spread over the area
of 3 cyclotron orbits.
By similar argument as in the case of V = 1, energy conservation will prevent coupling
of nuclear spins to spin excitations at (locally) V = %, which explains long relaxation
times observed in experiments.
Our study of finite systems at filling factors V = gt indicates that the dominant con-
tribution to collisions with a localized spin comes from internal transitions of skyrmions,
SK —> SKil. The filling factor V = E: corresponds to one QH or QER in the n = 0 CF
LL or a QB in the first excited n = 1 CF LL. These cases need be considered separately
because of the absence of the particle—hole symmetry in the CF LL.
We illustrate our results on the example of N = 6 electrons (Fig. 6.5). We begin
the discussion with the ferromagnetic CF GS with an extra QH present in the lowest
CF LL of degeneracy g* = 2Q* +1 2 2Q — 2(N — 1) +1 = 7 = N + 1 (Fig. 6.5(a)).
Here, Lz = —2 corresponds to one QH placed at the next orbital to the north pole. The
transition with a negative Coulomb energy can be identified in the inset as leading to
the final state with L = S = 2, which is the anti-skyrmion Sf . In Fig. 6.5(b) we show
the energy spectrum and the intensities of transitions from the GS of a system where
one QE was added to a V = % Laughlin fluid. The only peak with a negative Coulomb
energy is also the one with the highest intensity and describes the QE—QER transition.
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Figure 6.5: T—1 vs energy E and the energy spectra (insets) of the system of N = 6 electrons at
V = {t for the transitions from the following initial states: (a) QH in the n = O spin-l LL (262 = 16),
(b) QB in the first excited spin-.1, LL (262 = 14), (c) QER in the n = 0 spin-T LL (262 = 14), (d)







The spectrum for a process in which a localized spin is changed simultaneously with
creating in the 2DEG an additional QH—QER pair (SW) in the presence of a QER to
form a skyrmion Sl— , is presented in Fig. 6.5(c). In Fig. 6.5(d) it is shown that the
S; skyrmion can bind another SW and form SJ. Again, as at V = 1, because the
spin scattering probability of a skyrmion by a localized spin depends on the impact
parameter, it is T_1 summed over all possible LZ that will have a physical meaning.
All excitations of the type QH—> Sfr —-) S; . .. or QE—IQER ——> S1- . .. have negative
Coulomb energies. Therefore, even in the presence of finite E2, the total energy can be
made equal to the nuclear Zeeman gap, which is essentially different from the case of a
locally incompressible V = % filling factor. The mechanism discussed here is responsible
:l:
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